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Electricity
demand sets
all-time mark
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority met an all-time high demand
for electricity on Monday, TVA
Chief Operating Officer Ike Zeringue said.
The record peak of 27,024
megawatts occurred at 6 p.m.
EDT, surpassing the previous
high of 26,670 megawatts on
Jan. 17, 1997. The previous
summer record was 26,661 megawatts on July 28, 1997.
TVA said the average temperature across the seven-state
valley was 94 degrees at the
time of the record demand
Monday.
Zeringue said TVA was able
to meet the demand mainly due
to efficiency improvements in
its coal-fired plants, the addition of Watts Bar and Browns
Ferry Unit 3 nuclear reactors
and lots of water for hydroelectric operations.
TVA is the country's largest
electricity producer, serving
nearly 8 million people through
.159 distributors in Tennessee
and parts of Kentucky, Virginia,
North Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi.

FDA approves
new TB drug
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Food and Drug Administration
has approved the first new
tuberculosis drug in 25 years.
The FDA said today that it
has approved rifapentine,
which is marketed under the
name Priftin by Marion Merrell
Dow of Kansas City, Mo. The
United States is the first country to approve the drug.
An advisory panel voted 10-1
to recommended approval earlier this month for the drug that
can cut significantly the number
of pills a patient has to take to
cure the pulmonary TB.
FDA officials say this is important because it makes patients more likely to complete
their therapy. Failure to complete therapy can lead to bacteria becoming resistant to
antibiotics.
The World Health Organization estimated there will be 90
million new cases of tuberculosis and 30 million deaths worldwide in the decade of the
1990s.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control about 19,000
cases were diagnosed in the
United States in 1997.
Tuberculosis is extremely
hard to treat, requiring patients
to take four drugs two times a
week for two months then two
drugs once a week for four
more months.
Failure to complete that
course can lead to deadly
multidrug-resistant TB, so
many areas require patients to
take the pills in front of a
health-care worker.
WEATHER
Tonight...Panly cloudy and
muggy. Low in the lower 70s.
Light south wind.
Wednesday...Mostly
sunny...Hot and humid. High
in the mid 90s.
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Group hears
moldy report
gus that destroys stalks, may beBy MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
come an even bigger danger this
year, said Bill Nesmith, a UK
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
plant
pathologist.
The weather is too wet, the disPalmer
said the wet weather
eases are attacking and the politihas left many plants with poor
cians are swarming. These are not
good days to be a tobacco plant, root systems and even prompted
or someone who grows the crop. some plants to bloom prematurely. If hot, dry weather comes,
It was a pretty gloomy outlook
it might ward off the blue mold,
presented Monday to the General
Assembly's Tobacco Task Force. but endanger the gangly plants.
In many cases, they won't
Blue mold, a fungus that can
produce
a useable leaf," Palmer
be spread from spores blown in
said.
the wind from infected plants and
Nesmith said some farmers
destroys tobacco leaves, has brohave
not kept up with changing
ken out in several areas fostered
recommendations
on applying
by the persistent rains.
chemicals to combat the diseases
"I think every tobacco farm in
this state is at a serious threat and spending money on a losing
battle as a result.
from this disease," said Gary
The news on the political front
Palmer, an agronomist from the
is not much better with the appaUniversity of Kentucky's College
rent defeat in the Senate of any
of Agriculture.
But black shank, another fun- • See Page
2

Court reverses
tobacco ruling
By JACKIE HALLIFAX
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —
A former smoker who won a
$750,000 lawsuit from Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Co. saw the
verdict evaporate when an appeals court ruled he had waited too
long to file his case.
Even if Grady Carter had sued
on time, the appeals court said
Monday, the verdict would have
been reversed because of a 1969
federal law that bars lawsuits
claiming the wording of the cigarette warning label is
inadequate.
The 1996 verdict Carter won in
Jacksonville was only the second
time in 40 years of anti-smoking
litigation that a tobacco company
was ordered to pay damages.
Since then, the industry has lost

only one other case, also in
Florida.
Carter, 68, blamed the Louisville, Ky.,-based Brown & Williamson for the lung cancer he
developed after smoking for 44
years. A jury said the cigarettes
were a defective product and
their makers were negligent for
not warning people of the danger.
But the 1st District Court of
Appeal ruled 3-0 Monday that the
lawsuit "was filed more than
four years after Grady Carter
knew or should have known ...
that he had a smoking-related
disease."
Carter said he was disappointed but not surprised.
"It is hard to beat the tobacco
companies," he said.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Mattel hosted a ribbon-cutting
ceremony for its new 812,500
square foot distribution center
Monday. (Above) Mattel vice
president/general manager
Tracy Rogers gives Buddy
Buckingham, president of the
Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corporation, and other dignitaries a
tour of the new center. (Right)
Rogers is joined by local officials in cutting the ribbon on
the new project.

Mattel opens center
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Mattel and local community
leaders welcomed a new addition
to the Mattel Murray plant, which
makes the Murray plant one of
the largest toy plants in the
world.
Mattel and local officials cut
the ribbon on a new 812,500
square-foot distribution center
which will add 100 new jobs to
the Murray operation. The addition more than doubles the size of

the Mattel-Murray operation.
"This is something that we've
The distribution center features worked for for a long time," Matsix million cubic feet of product tel vice president/general manaand has 61 truck doors and 10 ger Tracy Rogers said. "I can't
rail car doors to send and receive claim credit for initiating this
product. Peak period projects project. I'm glad that my staff
show the facility handling from and I could play a role, the cor150 to 200 inbound and outbound poration support it, and most of
trucks daily.
all, our employees did a convincWith Murray's central location, ing enough job, the corporation
the distribution center is expect- was willing to make the
ing to warehouse products from investment."
all of Mattel's North American
operations, including Mexico. • See Page 2

▪ See Page 2
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A young swimmer on Monday dives into the deep end of the city pool from the concrete instead of the
diving board, which has a broken stand and has been closed from use since last Thursday. Whether it will
be used again this summer is uncertain.

Diving board
hits dry spell
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The diving board at the new
city park's pool likely will not be
used again the rest of the summer
unless a replacement piece for its
broken stand can be found.
And from the looks of the new
parks department budget, things
won't be any different next fiscal
year, which begins July 1.
The Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation Board
voted 4-2, with two members abstaining, Monday against buying
a new stand for the diving board.
Estimates show a new stand
would cost about $3,100, said
pool manager Mike Sykes, who
advised against trying to repair
the current one.

Moments later, the board gave
final approval to the 1998-99
budget of $243,901, which includes only $1,000 for pool
repairs.
"I feel the pool has pulled its
weight in years past," Sykes said
in a terse report to the board later
in the meeting. "I think it really
sucks that that repair is not going
to be made."
Before the votes, Sykes, who
closed the diving board Thursday
because the stand's aluminum
railing and steps broke, and parks
director Skip Dobbs listed the
merits of having a diving board.
"The majority of the kids who
come out here use that board.
▪ See Page 2

Proposed insurance rates target health, age
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Proposed rates filed by the only
two companies selling individual
health -insurance policies in Kentucky would have sharply different consequences for different
groups of people.
Healthy young men would
likely pay less than the old and
sick. Many women would pay
more than they do now, but some
could pay less if they chose a
policy without maternity
coverage.
Humana Inc. and Anthem Blue

Cross and Blue Shield filed the
proposed rates with the state Department of Insurance. The proposed rates are the first filed under
Kentucky's revised health insurance law, which lets insurers
oncc again base rates on health
conditions.
Because the companies filed
only a range of rates, it's difficult
to determine exactly what customers will pay. The companies
can begin using the rates within
two weeks, although the state can
schedule a hearing on them in the

next 60 days.
About 165,000 Kcntuckians
now buy individual health insurance policies. There are also
about 100,000 people in association plans — which negotiate for
lower rates — who can buy an
individual policy now, and an individual policy may cost less.
The revised law does not allow
a complete return to business as
usual, but young and healthy people — particularly males — are
the big winners under the new
rates. Anyone with a serious

health condition is a big loser. filed by Anthem, saving him $43
"These rates, especially An- a month or $516 a year.
them's, are really aimed at luring
Many young, healthy males
young males back into the dropped their health insurance afmarket." said James Johns, a ter the state passed health Lexington insurance agent. "The insurance laws that banned the
rates are so low, I think they will practice of setting rates according
succeed in doing that."
to a customer's health. Under
For instance, a 35-year-old those laws, the rates of the young
male from Louisville now pays and healthy went up to offset
$132 per month for coverage lower rates for the sick and the
under Anthem's "standard-high, elderly.
Meanwhile, the proposed rates
preferred-provider" plan. He
could get the same coverage for
$89 per month under the rates • See Page 2
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•Mattel... •Group...
FROM PAGE 1
With the new distribution center, products made in the Murray
plant will no longer be shipped
out to Memphis but transferred to
the new distribution center.
Buddy Buckingham, president
of the Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Corporation, said local officials have
worked for over a decade for expansion at the local Mattel plant.
"We've been working on this
for over 10 years," Buckingham
said. "Back when Fisher-Price
owned the company, we went to
East Aurora, N.Y. on a number of
occasions. There was always a
hesitancy on their part to make
this kind of investment.
"Mattel, when it came on
board, they recognized the advantages and thought it was an investment that needed to be
made."
Buckingham said the Murray
workforce was a key reason.
"The employees here are above
average and their quality, loyalty
and dedication to this plant made
a difference," Buckingham said.
"Mattel was really anxious to get
this thing going and it is going to
make a tremendous difference in
their net product cost in the end
and that's what keeps them in
business."
Rogers said the plant staff sold
the project on its cost-saving
ability.
"We justified the project primarily on the cost-savings that it
would provide over shipping our
product," Rogers said. "On some
of our larger products, it saves
over $4 per unit in freight and
that's money once we spent, we
couldn't get back from the customer. It really improved the
competitive position of the
plant."
The expansion pushes the size
of the Mattel plant to over 1.6
million square feet. During its
peak operations, the plant will
employ around 1,000 people.
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FROM PAGE 1
legislation on tobacco, said Dean
Wallace, executive director of the
Council on Burley Tobacco.
"We're not sure if we won or
lost," said Wallace.
Wallace said it would serve tobacco farmers if some kind of
compromise can be reached. "It's
a trying time right now," Wallace said.
And a Republican group is trying to find out how to take advantage of it.
The National Republican Senatorial Committee, the campaign
fund raising arm of the GOP in
the Senate, released poll results
on Monday it said showed tobacco farmers and the general

FROM PAGE 1
There's a continuous line for it,"
said Sykes, adding that the pool
has attracted as many as 630 visitors in one day this year. He and
others recalled the drop in attendance in the early 1990s when
the high dive, or three-meter
board, was closed.
Dobbs noted that the pool,
which is expected to generate
$35,601 next fiscal year, would
be second only to the Murray
City Council's and Calloway
County Fiscal County's $90,000
contributions in terms of income.
Dobbs also noted that while
the pool might fall $1,000 to
$3,000 short of the projected revenue for this fiscal year, there
would be $5,000 to $7,000 fewer
expenses than expected.
"We need to have some kind of
draw out here," Dobbs said, adding that he would keep looking
for parts in order to repair the existing stand. He also reminded
the board again that the pool will
need at least $40,000 in repairs
on its tank and pipes in the near
future.
"It's going to be an ongoing
expense, year after year, to piece
it together to keep it running."
Dobbs said.
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The board, at Dobbs' request,
also set a policy to deal with any
demands for refunds from poolpass holders. Refunds will be
made on a pro-rated basis based
on when the demand for a refund
is made.
Pool employees "have said already some people are angry,"
Dobbs said, referring to the diving board.
"It seems like everybody is angry at the parks for not having
money," said board chairman Dr.
Rob Williams. "I wish everybody'd get angry."
Board member Bill Bailey
wasn't angry, but he did note that
the revised budget included only
$1,000 for repairs to the parks'
buildings.
"We're going to have to come
up with some more money for
buildings," Bailey said. He added
that the roofs of the courthouse,
tobacco barn and one-room
school, which was the site of
Monday's meeting, needed to be
repaired.
No one knew where that money would come from, though.
The budget approved Monday
is almost $470,000 less than the
proposed budget drafted in April,
which sought $303,450 in contri-
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The wording of the poll questions seems to put a more favorable spin on the McConnellbacked plan. For example, the
poll generally describes what
could happen to burley quota
programs, but leaves out that the
McConnell bill would force a
buyout and end the program,
while the Ford bill would let farmers voluntary sell their quota
while allowing the program to remain in place for others. Growers
who took the buyout under the
Ford plan would not be allowed
to continue while anyone could
grow burley under the McConnell
plan.
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public think President Clinton
and congressional Democrats are
most to blame for the woes of the
industry.
And the poll said most of those
contacted preferred a tobacco settlement plan favored by Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell, rather
than one backed by Democratic
Sen. Wendell Ford.
McConnell is chairman of the
committee that paid for the poll
and is expected to pour huge
sums of money into the campaign
of Rep. Jim Bunning to succeed
Ford, who is retiring after this
year.
Rep. Scotty Baesler, the Democrat in the senatorial race, favors
the Ford plan. But Bunning has

1111 Main, Murray. Kentucky 42071

502-759-9443 Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

butions from the city and county.
Gone are $50,000 for recreation programs and $8,328 for office furniture, equipment and
computer upgrades.
Also chopped was S96,678 in
capital improvements, which
would have included the courthouse, tobacco barn and schoolhouse, as well as trails development and other programs proposed by Dobbs.
"There isn't anywhere to cut
except the arteries and the heart
and the lungs of the operation,"
Williams said just before the
board approved the new budget.
In other business, the board
voted to allow the Youth Baseball Association to keep the
board's share of the concession
stand receipts.
Dobbs, in his report to the
board, passed along YBA's request that the board waive its
share, which was projected to be
about $1,200. He said YBA officials have reported a poor year at
the concession stand.
In a related matter, Dobbs said
he is negotiating with YBA to
lower its per-player fee from $10
to $7.50, in part to return to YBA
part of the money it has spent on
the baseball fields.
The fields have been among an
ongoing source of contention between the board and YBA officials and players' parents, who
met for an air-clearing meeting
last Wednesday.
YBA officials and parents have
said they are irritated by the
higher fees since the parks board
has failed to properly take care of
fields after insisting that only its
staff — not parents, as in years
past — be responsible for
maintenance.
In other business, the board:
'Voted against allowing
leagues to charge gate admission
during tournaments they host on
the parks' fields.
'Heard a suggestion from
Dobbs that it adopt a formal
name for the new city park.
*Heard Dobbs' introduction of
Brad Steel, who became the new
maintenance foreman June 16.
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A sneak preview of the Regional Special Events Center was held Monday evening for donors to the fundraising campaign. MSU Athletic Director E.W. Dennison shares building highlights with his tour group.
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FROM PAGE 1
He said he would talk with his
attorney, Norwood "Woody"
Wilner, to "see where we go
from here."
Wilner. could not be reached
for comment Monday at his Jacksonville office. His firm is working on a similar case scheduled
for trial in October, representing
a smoker and the families of two
deceased smokers against Phillip
Morris Tobacco Co. He also
plans another lawsuit against
Brown & Williamson next spring
and has about 200 more tobacco
liability cases waiting in the
wings.
The first award against a tobacco company in a liability case

was won in 1988 by the family of
Rose Cipollone of New Jersey.
But that $400,000 verdict was
overturned on appeal, and the
lawsuit was dropped.
Just two weeks ago, the third
victory for a smoker came in
another case filed by Wilner, in
which a jury ordered B&W to
pay nearly $1 million to the family of Roland Maddox, who died
last year after smoking Lucky
Strikes for almost 50 years.
Besides being the first time a
jury awarded punitive damages in
a tobacco liability case, the Maddox decision was the first time a
tobacco company had been found
to have conspired with other
companies to hide health risks
from the public.
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II Insurance...
FROM PAGE 1
are mixed for healthy, young women. Some could get slight reductions, but more will probably
pay slightly higher premiums.
However, for the first time in
three years, men and women will
be able to buy lower levels of
coverage. For instance, a 30-yearold woman could save 20 percent
to 30 percent if she chooses a
policy that does not include

Il

maternity coverage.
Sheila Schuster, co chairwoman of Kentuckians for
Health Care Reform, said she is
worried about pushing prenatal
women out of the insurance
market.
"The law protects the truly
sick from being priced out of the
market — at least for those first
two renewals," Insurance Commissioner George Nichols III
said.
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Judges, media to meet at forum
All 27 Purchase district and circuit court judges from western Kentucky will join a panel of seven
media members in a June 24 session
designed to promote better relations
between the two fields.
Sponsored by the University of
Louisville and the Administrative
Office of the Courts, the "BenchJournalism" workshop will begin at
12:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Park
near Gilbertsville.
The afternoon session will feature Stan MacDonald, The Courier-Journal special projects director,
and western Kentucky media representatives. Panelists will be Amy
Wilson, Murray Ledger & Times
managing editor; Bill Bartleman,

YES!
WE INSURE
CITY HOMES....

Paducah Sun political editor; Mike
Herndon, Kentucky New Era
(Hopkinsville) managing editor;
Chip Hutcheson, Princeton TimesLeader publisher; and Paducah
broadcasters Bill Evans of WPSDTV and Donna Groves of WKYQFM.
Court participants will include
Supreme Court Chief Justice Robert
Stephens, who is credited with
initiating the sessions to promote
better understanding of the roles of
bench, bar and media in society.
Other panelists will include William Shadoan of Wickliffe, Purchase Region chief regional circuit
judge; Peter MacDonald of Hopkinsville, Purchase Region chief re-
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gional district judge; Dan Goyette,
Jefferson County chief public defender; and Jon Fleischaker, a
Louisville attorney who works on
First Amendment issues.
The moderator will be Bob
Schulman, executive director of the
U of L Arts and Sciences Center for
Humanities and Civic Leadership.
Schulman said organizers hope
that the session can be offered in
other Kentucky court districts to
"ease distemper between judges and
journalism representatives." The
workshop is intended to educate the
media about how the court system
operates and to educate the judiciary
about various media operations.
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AROUND THE STATE
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A state board's punishment of Alice
McDonald will prevent the former state schools chief from teaching
or being an administrator in Kentucky schools for a decade.
The state Education Professional Standards Board on Monday revoked McDonald's teaching and administrative certificates for 10
years. The action stems from McDonald's recent felony convictions,
said standards board attorney Marcia Seiler.
McDonald's attorney, Robert Fleming of Louisville, said his client
was aware of the revocation and would not challenge it. Fleming
said McDonald was planning to retire from public life and
employment.

Beer leads to shooting accident
ARJAY, Ky.(AP) — When Larry Slusher asked his best friend to
shoot a beer can off the top of his head, the friend obliged — but
missed.
Slusher, 47, of Arjay was in critical condition Monday at the University of Tennessee Hospital in Knoxville. His lifelong friend, Silas
Caldwell, 47, of Arjay has been charged with felony assault and is
being held in the Bell County jail.
"The one that got shot put the beer can up on the top of his head
and told his buddy to shoot it off. He missed the can and hit his
head," said Bell County Sheriff Harold Harbin. "I don't think there
were any arguments or anything because they were the best of
friends."

Attorney says teen coming to grips

, phoIo

Monlc DIll'OUp.

PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The 15-year-old accused of stabbing his
twin sister and mother to death last week is beginning to grasp what
allegedly happened, his attorney said.
"He's a little bit dazed and he's beginning to slowly comprehend
what he's accused of doing and what he's charged with and come to
grips with the fact that he may have done it," Pikeville attorney
Larry Webster said Monday.
A preliminary hearing Monday determined that Aaron Jason Justice, who goes by Jason, will be tried an adult for the deaths of Olivia Justice, 15, and Darlena Hanners, 43, Webster said.

AROUND THE NATION
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HUNTINGDON, Pa. (AP) — A bus driver whose Greyhound
veered off the Pennsylvania Turnpike and smashed into a parked
tractor-trailer was sober and apparently healthy before the accident,
an autopsy found.
The driver, Milton S. Wisner, his wife and an 8-year-old boy they
had helped raise were among seven people killed early Saturday in
the crash that happened as Wisner was making his final run before
retiring.
So far, investigators have found no signs of mechanical failure in
any part of the bus, state police Lt. Richard Kovalik said. There
were no skid marks to indicate that Wisner had applied the brakes,
nor any sign he'd fallen asleep at the wheel.

Ward gets life prison term
WHEATON, Ill. (AP) — A jury decided Monday that a man
should not get the death penalty for killing his pregnant ex-girlfriend
and two of her children, and cutting his nearly full-term son from
her womb.
The same panel that convicted Levern Ward deliberated more than
three hours before recommending life in prison for the 26-year-old
man.
Before deliberations began, Ward took the witness stand Monday
to deny taking part in the crimes.

Ms. Frances Cocke Richey
Ms. Frances Cocke Richey, 81, Murray, died Thursday, June 18,
1998, at the home of her son, Joseph (Jay) W. Richey Jr., Pittsburgh,
Pa. Her death followed an extended illness.
She was a member of the faculty of the College of Business
and
Public Affairs at Murray State University from 1959 to 1982. A member of First Baptist Church, Murray, she attended Stephens College,
Columbia, Mo., and received her bachelor of science and master's degrees from Murray State University.
Born in 1916 in Wickliffe, she was the daughter of the late
Richard
Cocke and Della May Boaz Cocke. One sister, Virginia Cocke
Everette, and one brother, Bob Cocke, also preceded her in Jeath.
Survivors .include one son, Joseph (Jay) W. Richey Jr. and wife,
Marilyn, and one granddaughter, Diana W. Richey, Pittsburgh; one
sister, Mrs. May Boaz Simmons, Murray; and two brothers, Dr. Richard Cocke, Calvert City, and John G. Cocke, Cabot, Ark.
Graveside memorial services will be Saturday, June 27, at 3:30 p.m.
at Wickliffe Cemetery, Wickliffe. G.T. Moody of Murray
will
officiate.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Frances C. Richey
Honorary Scholarship Fund, do Murray State University, Office for
Development and Alumni Affairs, P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY 42071.
Howard A. Farnsworth Funeral Home, Inc., Pittsburgh, was in
charge of arrangements.
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The National Scouting Museum
has opened the exhibition of a bust
of one of the founding fathers of the
scouting movement, Daniel C.
Beard.
The creator of the bust was
Charles Hafner, a renowned painter
and sculptor.
The bust was created in 1930 in
Hawley, Penn., at Beard's rustic
"Woodcraft Camp." Hafner's celebrated artwork includes the "Peter
Pan Foundation," a bust of Thomas
Edison and the "Golden Age Fountain."
The National Scouting Museum,
which is locatul on the campus of
Murray State University, is open
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday, and 12:30-4:30
p.m. Sunday.

C1762-3383 locally or call free
1 (800) 303-3047 outside of Calloway County.

Greg Beltfuss, collections worker, Is
shown preparing another new exhibit item for display In the National
Scouting Museum.

Report Not Available
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We otter you: FREE Estimates. References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe

2 CAR (180120)
LARGE 2 CAR (22c22)
2':CAR (2400
LARGE 2' . CAR (2030)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

S3.525
$4325
44.625
54.825
55.425

CAR (12120)
2 CAR (•800)
LARGE 2 CAR (2207)
2' CAR (24.24)
LARGE 2': CAR (241130)

54.025
54.725
55.125
$5.125
55.925

YOUR SATISFACTON IS OUR GOAL

Remodeling Sale
On All Home Stereos

World of .Sound
222 S

12th St.

Saving starts with lower rates, like
those you get with quality Grange
Farmowner's Insurance. Grange offers
flexible programs to meet the special
needs of today's farmer.
Call or visit soon
INSURANCE so we can tell
David R. King loar partner in protection you more.

18-Hole Course
Remodeled Club
House St Pro Shop

753-8355
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Call Today for your Tee Time!
901-247-3264

This Ad Screams Price.
(The Competition
Just Screams.)

1120 Country Club Road • Puryear

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Ayr, 8785.16 + 74.73
.397/8 unc
•:1.k
•Air Products
63"As + 5/s
A T &
Bell South ...---.6815/14
Briggs & Stratton IfPhs + 1/4
Bristol Myers Squibb 1121/i + 5Is
CBT Corp. Ky.s31 B 331/2 A
+
Caterpillar
+ 1/2
Chrysler
55 + 5/4
Dean Foods........
+ 13/is
Exxon
56 + 1/4
Ford
General Electric .....8654 + 5/s
General Motors..... 67'/s - 2/14{
46 + 15/is
Goodrich..
+ 1/2
Goodyear
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.751/s + 114
Intel.
+ 11/is
Kroger .........
27 + 1/s
L G & F
75"/s + 11/s
Lucent
383/u + *Its
Mattel
McDonalds ..„.........671/14 - If
Merck -.....-.—...... 1255/s - 5/34,
Microsoft
%1/is + 1/4
75"/Is - 3/4
IC. Penney.
Peoples First 31°/s B 325/8 A
5511/16 + 9/16
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough-- 913/s unc
Sears............
+ "/is
Texaco.6V/4 + 9/ls
Time Warner-- 80'/a +
Union Planters-- 541/: + ohs

UST.
.27 + 5/s
Wal-Mart.....-........ 57'/s + 15/is
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Lunch Specials Daily
$2.25
Dog-Chips-Drink
$3.50
Dogs-Chips-Drink
Polish-Chips-Dnnk
.$3.25
Chili Dogs-Chips-Drink $4.00
Cheese Dogs-Chips-Drink $4.00
Chili Cheese-Chps-Drink $4.25

250 Off Any Lunch Special
With This Ad
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FUTURES GOLF CLUB

NEW YORK (AP) — The potent painkiller Duract was recalled
by the manufacturer Monday after four people who had been taking
it died and eight others required liver transplants.
All but one of the patients had been using Duract for longer than
the government-recommended maximum of 10 days, Wyeth-Ayerst
said. The person who used it for a shorter time already had significant liver disease.
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INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

ST. LOUIS (AP) — The teacher insisted she was simply following a format that had worked in her classroom for a quarter of a
century: Encourage her students to write, then work to refine it.
The school board disagreed, saying English teacher Cissy Lacks
did too little refining when she allowed her 11th-graders to act in
skits loaded with raw street language.
Lacks sued to get her job back and won, but a three-judge panel
of the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals overturned that verdict
Monday. The judges said the suburban St. Louis school district had
the right to fire Lacks for violating its policy banning profanity.
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Hopkins Auto
Body Repair

LOOSE BRUCE
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Ask me about saving on
your farm insurance.

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

Completely Elected Including Concrete Floors
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Don't Miss It!

VALENCIA, Spain (AP) — A Spanish hijacker holding more than
100 people hostage aboard an Iberia flight gave himself up to police
today to peacefully end a nearly four-hour standoff.
The hijacker, who was not immediately identified, was described
by an interior ministry spokesman as mentally unstable.
Iberia Flight 1121 was carrying 131 people when it was hijacked
during a flight between Seville and Barcelona. The Boeing 727 was
diverted to the eastern city of Valencia. Eighteen children and adults
were released without incident about two hours later.

BLOOMINGTON, Ill.(AP) — Former Vice President Dan Quayle
said he's probably going to make a run for the White House in 2000.
The Republican told reporters Monday that it's not too early to
discuss his presidential ambitions.
"I'm obviously going to wait until 1999 (to announce), but it's
likely that I will run for president in the year 2000," he said.
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Spanish hijacker surrenders

Quayle likely to make run

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

•

When You Need It

39 Years
Experience
Specializing in:
• Unibody Collision
Repair
• Frame Racks for
Adequate Service
• Advanced Paint
Mixing System
103 N. 7th St. • Murray

AROUND THE WORLD

TROY, Mich.(AP) — He looked like the guard from the armored
car company, right down to his holstered pistol and the uniform. So
the manager of the bed-and-bath supplies store handed over the
day's cash.
The manager realized he had been fooled by an impostor about
three hours later on Saturday, when the real guard showed up.
Police did not disclose how much money was stolen.
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HOG MARKET

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
NIELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
Owner,

Chess Volp of Murray competed
in the National Elementary Chess
Championships last month in
Peoria.
In seven rounds, Volp won lour
and had one draw for a score of4 1/2,
finishing in the top fourth of a field
of 222. Prior to the tournament, his
rating placed him 159th in the field.
Volp is the current state cochampion in the K-3 division. At the
Kentucky Scholastic Chess Championship in March, Volp tied for first
place with Blake McCuiston,also of
Murray. Both players won all five
rounds.
This fall, Volp will be a P4
student at Murray Elementary
School, which has an active chess
club. Interesvd students should
watch for announcements when
school resumes at the end of summer.
Volp is the son of Bob and
Brenda Volp.

Museum opens bust exhibit

Impostor fools store manager
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Volp competes at nationals
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Quilt honors Heath victims
The shots fired at Paducah's
Heath High School Dec. 1, 1997
were heard around the world. When
the carnage stopped, three teenagers
-- Nicole Hadley, Jessica James
and Kayce Steger — were dead,
gunned down inexplicably by a
fellow student.
In an effort to honor the lives of
the girls, and to help the community
heal from its cruel loss, the Museum
of the American Quilters Society
(MAQS) in Paducah launched
"Patchwork of Remembrance &
Hope."
Through this unique project,
quiltmakers were urged to contribute 12-1/2" blocks to extend their
condolences to the bereaved families, and to express their support for
the community. Responses came in
from all over the world,as far away
as Australia, Switzerland and Japan.
In total, wady 400 blocks have
been sent in, many of them accompanied by heartfelt letters. They are
currently on display in the museum
lobby. The squares will be pieced
together at a Quilt-a-Thon, scheduled for Friday, Sept. 11 through
Saturday, Sept 12.
During the first four months of
1998, the James,Steger and Hadley
families worked with the MAQS
staff and volunteers to select blocks
for individual quilts dedicated to
each' of their slain daughters.
When she talks about those sessions, museum director Victoria
Faoro is still moved by the memory.
"Everything mattered so much on
those Saturdays when the families
came in to choose squares," she
said. "They selected and placed

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
each block, ensuring that the patchwork tribute to their daughters includes contributions from family
members and friends, as well as
from quilters around the world."
Walking through the display is
wrenching. "Now they're dancing
with the angels," one inscription
declared. "A Tear Fell" another
said. A quote from Psalm 91 promised: "He will give His angels
charge of you, to guard you in all
your ways."
Images associated with young
girls are incorporated into many of
the designs. Winnie the Pooh, a
child's rocking horse, musical notes
that reflect the girls' involvement in
the school band are just some of the
symbols. Shades of }Cayce Steger's
favorite color, green, bring vibrance
to her quilt-in-progress.
Copies of letters that accompanied the squares are also on exhibit.
One explains that the block design
submitted is called "Crosses and
Losses."
It goes on to say, "It is an old
pattern, for loss has been in women's lives and has been told in
many of their quilts. I stitched the
block with star printed fabric for the
stars of Heaven from whence comes
the strength for bearing the cross."

it'

There is a "Little Red Schoolhouse" block that was sent along
with a grandmother's admission that
she had mixed emotions while
stitching it.
She confessed,"Gratitude to God
for sparing my granddaughter,Shellie Adams, as she watched dear
friends fall on each side. But there
was sorrow for the precious lives
lost. Pride burst forth for the community rising to an occasion to lend
a helping hand both physically and
spiritually."
"The Patchwork of Remembrance & Hope" is on display in the
MAQS lobby, which can be visited
any time the museum is open, at no
charge. During this month, the tops
are being completed and put in
frames for quilting.
Anyone interested in assisting
with the preparation of quilts can
call the museum for more information.
MAQS is located at 215 Jefferson
Street, Paducah. It is open yearround Tuesday through Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. From April 1
through Oct. 31, the museum is also
open Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m. The
phone number is 502-442-8856. Email is: <maqmus@apex.net>

Clinton keeps fouling off
There are many analogies that
could be applied to the ClintonGore team of obfuscators, stonewallers, deceivers and flat-out-liars.
One is a baseball analogy. The
administration is good at fouling off
every accusation thrown at it because it had ample opportunity to
hone its skills in the minor leagues
before coming to the majors. Corruption was practiced on a small
scale in Little Rock until they got it
right.
Then this tight-knit group of
friends who shared a common conviction that they could do anything
and not be held accountable moved
to the big leagues. There they have
attracted others to not only defend
them but accuse the independent
counsel and other people of integrity of being guilty of crimes in
order to make others, not themselves, the focus of attention.
But a better analogy is that of the
hare and the tortoise. Clinton is the
hare, using anything and everything
at his disposal to delay his day of
accountability. He races about,
speaking of new solutions to old
problems. He wants to save our
children from solutions to old problems. He wants to save our children
from everything,including an Internet-free life, cigarettes and school
shootings.
He denies any wrongdoing, even
the most minimal mistakes, his life
so pure it qualifies him for sainthood. While his minions confidently predict the president will win
his race against time and the law,
they fear the steady, slow and
methodical course of the tortoise,
Ken Starr.
The latest smear is that Starr has
violated the law by talking to a small
number of journalists. But White
House personnel and other Clinton
defenders have done the same thing,
even telling what subpoenaed individuals testified before the grand
jury.
Top aide Sydney Blumenthal,
who violated journalism ethics (are
there any left?) by being a conduit to
the Clinton-Gore campaign with
information about the Dole campaign while still wearing his journalist's hat two years ago, may be
the biggest leaker of all.
Watergate independent counsels
Archibald Cox and Leon Jaworski
met regularly with reporters to brief
them on developments before their
grand juries and to comment on
decisions by Judge John Sirica.
Some believe both men shared

CAL'S TIIOUGI ITS

CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist
information that probably broke the
same rule restricting dissemination
of evidence that Starr is being
accused of violating.
Becuase the hated (by the press
and so many liberals) Richard
Nixon was the target in the Watergate cover-up, there was no outrage
from journalists or others in established institutions about illegally
leaked information.
The press was quite content to get
as much as it could on Nixon,from
whatever source, including the
still-anonymous "Deep Throat,"
made famous by the Washington
Post's Bob Woodward and Carl
Bernstein.
As Starr, the tortoise, gets closer
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
June 16 — The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma
City, on Clinton's China policy:
Bill Clinton defends his China policy by presenting a false choice. America can either isolate
herself from the world's largest country, he says,
or pursue his brand of "engagement."
Here's Clintonian engagement. On the same day
the president called his China policy "principled"
and "pragmatic," witnesses told a Senate committee the administration is ignoring evidence of
Chinese missile proliferation.
Former CIA official Gordon Oehler said officials are virtually certain China sold Pakistan 34
nuclear-capable M-11 missiles in late 1992. Under
an international agreement, the kind Clintonites
normally relish, evidence of a missile sale would
require Clinton to cut off almost all high-tech
trade.
Instead of accepting CIA findings, Oehler said,
administration officials quibbled with the evidence. Senior aides wanted clear photographic
proof by spy satellites. CIA analysts were "very
discouraged to see their work was regularly dismissed," Oehler said. ...

Engagement? How about appeasement? ...
Willful ignorance of China's missile trade
doesn't convey American values. It tells mainland
China the U.S. values trade over lawful international conduct and that Beijing won't be held accountable for bad behavior. Such a policy is
neither principled nor pragmatic. It's dangerous.
June 11 — Sun-Sentinel of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., on Haiti and drug trafficking:
Like an immutable force of nature, the international illegal drug trade tends to follow the line of
least resistance.
Gen. Barry McCaffrey, U.S. drug policy chief,
said ... Haiti is emerging as the key trans-shipment
point for Colombia drugs destined for South Florida.... The stakes for impoverished and rudderless
Haiti couldn't be much higher.
With no functioning government and a fledgling
civilian police force, it needs all the help it can get
from U.S. drug fighters to prevent the cocaine
cowboys from turning it into the Western Hemisphere's pipeline-of-choice for illegal drugs.

Avy
to the finish line, Clinton, the hare,
sees that he's too far back to win the
race. So others along the course
throw as many obstacles in the way
of the tortoise as they can. But Starr
has the rule of the law on his side,
while Clinton has only the rule of
the outlaw.

Attention
Washington!
US. REP. ED WHITFIELD

As in the ancient fable, the tortoise wins, not because he is faster
but because he's smarter and keeps
his eye on the goal. So far the hare is
winning only the battle for public
opinion.

236 Cannon House Office Bulling,
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-3547 (Washington)

But the tortoise will be victorious
because the goal is the truth,and not
even Bill Clinton and his co-conspirators can hide it forever.

173A Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)

U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL

FROM OUR READERS

361-A Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, DC. 20510
202424-2541 (Washington)

Taxes a problem
Dear Editor:
I have a concern I would like to bring to the attention of citizens of
Murray & Calloway County: It's taxes.
When the new jail was built, the fiscal court was going to put an
insurance tax on county residents without a voice or choice in the matter.
Thanks to some concerned citizens we were given an opportunity to
vote between an insurance tax and an valoreum tax on our property,the 8
cent per $100 assessed value of our property passed overwhelming since
it was less of the two taxes. Some think the jail cold have been built with
no taxes.
Then came the Calloway Co. Fire Rescue wanting $500 monthly to
pay their fire chief with county tax money. It was needed, I'm sure and
was approved.
Then, the Murray downtown project came to Fiscal Court wanting
$15,000 each from the city & county for downtown Murray. Then on
June 11, the chairman of the Calloway County Extension Office asked
the court to consider levying 2 cents per $100 personal property tax on
citizens for their office.
Then the June 18 headline in the Ledger & Times read, park officials
suggested a recreation tax of 5 cents per S100 be assessed on citizens for
the city and county park.
These are all causes we should be concerned about and needed. But we
have to start solving these problems and needs some way other than
rising taxes. Every utility bill and property tax I get has a hefty school tax
added and I've heard Kentucky has the highest state tax in the country.
For those of us not involved in city and county government it's time we
do because we have issues and problems which have to be addressed.
Phillip Rogers
100 Cook Lane
Murray, KY 42071
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish:
PURIJSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

The Ledger & Times
welcomes letters to the
editor. All letters must be
signed by the writer, with
the writer's address and
telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not
be published).
Letters must not be
more than 5(X) wards. We
reserve the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be
addressed to: Letter to
the Editor, Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
DURING THIS HOT WEATHER, OUR PRODUCTION
MANAGER, BRIAN O'NEILL, HAS MADE ONE OF HIS SPECIAL PIES FOR THIS SUMMER SEASON.
Brien said it is called Pink Lemonade Pie and is very simple to
make. The ingredients include a large graham cracker crust, six
ounce can of frozen pink lemonade, six ounce container of Cool
Whip, and one quart of vanilla ice cream.
Just thaw the ingredients, mix them, maybe adding a few
drops of red cake coloring, and place them in the graham
cracker crust, and freeze for two hours.
Brian said it was a good summer time dessert. His fellow
workers here know that Brian is a good cook as we have seen
when we have office potluck meals.
• • • •

MHS Booster Club to meet
The Murray High Athletic Booster Club will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. in the Murray High cafeteria. All parents, sport representatives and coaches need to attend. Plans will be made for the
chicken cook-off.

Ladies Night Out at club
Ladies Night Out will be tonight (Tuesday) at Murray Country
Club. A social hour will start at 6 p.m. followed by dinner at 6:30
p.m. For information or reservations call Renee Wynn at 759-2523
or the club at 753-6113.

Hospital retirees will meet
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, June 27, at 9:30 a.m, for breakfast at Green
Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. For more information call Nancy McClure or Lottie Brandon.
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Pet Therapy cancelled
Pet Therapy will not be held Thursday, June 25, at 2 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Lois Ruiz, leader, said the session has
been cancelled because of the hot weather. For more information
call Ruiz at 436-2453.
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AA meeting local center Thursday
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An AA Meeting (accessible) will be Thursday, June 25, at 7 p.m.
at the Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland
Shopping Center, Murray. For information call the center at
753-7676 (voice, or 753-7729 (TTD).
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SS representative here Thursday
A representative from the Social Security office will be at Calloway Public Library on Thursday, June 25, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The representative will be available to help with filing claims
and answering questions.
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Compassionate group to meet
r:
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Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, June 25, at 7:30 p.m.
in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a
group comprised of those who have lost an infant, child or young
adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS), still births or miscarriages. For more information contact
Mike Rumble at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

New Singles Group formed
A new regional singles group called
"Singles.Com — IKTM" has
been formed with representatives from Kentucky,
Illinois, Tennessee
and Missouri forming the planning committee.
This a Christian
group, and planning meetings have been held
at First Baptist
Church, Paducah. The event scheduled will be a
family picnic at
Massac State Park, Metropolis, Ill., on Saturday,
June 27. Games
will start at 11 a.m. followed by lunch at 1 p.m., and
games continuing until 6 p.m. Singles attending are requested
to bring food, nonalcoholic drinks and a lawn chair. This is a family
event and children are welcome. For information call the church
at 1-502-442-2728.

Poetry contest announced

Pictured at the May meeting of the Magazine Club are, from left, Rainey
Apperson, Betty Hornsby, Neva Grey Allbritten and Toni Hopson.

Magazine Club meets
The Murray Magazine Club
met Thursday, May 28, in the
home of Toni Hopson on Kentucky Lake.
Rainey Apperson presented the
program. She reviewed the life of
Rosemary Clooney, a singer and
actress, who is a native of
Maysville.

Adams presents lesson
Sue Adams and Jo Farley were
cohostesses for the May meeting
of Surburban Homemakers Club
held at the Adams' home.
"Flower Arrangement" was the
lesson presented by Mrs. Adams.
She said "that we should have
a plan for our arrangement before
we start working on it. Some
things to consider are where it
will be used - against a wall or
seen from all sides, the size and
shape of the container, number of
flowers available as well as their
size and shape, and the foliage
which will be used."
Mrs. Adams said "the focal
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The Calloway County Public
Library has received another donation from the Modest and Buron Jeffrey estate.
A check in the amount of
$457.55 was recently paid to the
library. A previous donation of
$21,380.93 was given in June of
1997.
Mrs. Jeffrey's will states that
"funds are to be used in the acquisition of material and books of
the latest edition dealing with
biographies of illustrious Kentuckians, geography of the state or
history of this commonwealth."

Modest Clark Jeffrey and Buron (Boots) Jeffrey were long associated with education through
the county and city schools and
the Murray State University
libraries.
They were also strong supporters of the Calloway County
Public Library, particularly in its
lean years.
"The Calloway County Pulic
Library will be able to offer its
patrons the very best in Kentucky
literature through the Jeffreys'
thoughtful donation," said Ben
Graves, director.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

MONEY-IN-MINUTEP

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

The U.S. National Library of Poetry at Owings
Mills, Md., has
announced its North American Open Poetry Contest.
Poets, particularly beginners, are welcome to try to win their
share of the prizes.
The deadline for the contest is July 31, 1998. The
513 S. 12th St.=
contest is open to •
everyone and entry is free. To enter, send one
original poem, any
subject and any style, to The National Library of
Poetry, Suite
19815, 1 Poetry Plaza, Owings Mills, MD 21117-6282
or go to
www.poetry.com. The poem should be no more than 20
lines and the
poet's name and address should appear on the top of
the page. Entries must be postmarked or sent via the Internet
by July 31, 1998\

753-4461

Put Your Family's
Future In The Hands
Of Someone
You Can
Trust - Your
Grange Agent.
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Cash Advance
on your
Personal Check
Call Or COffie lie Today!

The
MoneyPlace
513-A S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-8900

Room Air Conditioner
• 17.500 BTU
• Quiet Operation
• 2-Speed Cooling
• Copper Coils
Model eF33J 18E 7A

Only

$499

302 N 12th St
Tony Boyd

•

point of interest could be a
brighter, darker, or more fully
opened flower placed at the base
of the container."
Rachel Hendon gave the devotion by telling a story about
"Saving the Best for Last."
Jo Farley reported that the
county organization had given
$500 to the Lynn Griffiths Alpheresis fund drive, and $100 to
each of the local high schools for
Project Graduation.
Refreshments were served to
six members and one guest,
Frances Hargrove.

Library gets donation

Holland Motor Sales

:LL
ling,

The devotion was given by
Neva Grey Allbritten. Betty
Hornsby, president, presided.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Hopson.
The club will meet Thursday,
June 25, at 2 p.m. at Hickory
Woods Retirement Center with
Inez Claxton as hostess.

Murray

COURT SQUARE-MURRAY • 753-1713

753-5842

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH • CASH 6 CARRY!

Tuesday, June 23
Murray Lions Club/6 30 p m /South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Courtsguare/12:30-3 p m.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 p.m
Singles (SOS)/7 p.m./Weaks Community Center. Info/Marlene,
753-2350.
Purchase Area Positive Christian
Singles/7
pm
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621.
Bible School at Westside Baptist
Church/6-8 p.m.
Biblo School at Flint Baptist Church/
6-830 pm
Bible School at Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church/6.30-8.30 p.m.
Eva Wall Mission Group/1:30
p.m./Memorial Baptist Church.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky #34
meeting/6:30 p.m./Clinic Building. Info/
Marcia, 753-0854.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/6:30
p m./Hardin Library.
Weeks Center/open 8 a m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Alzheimer's Disease Support group
meeting/4:30 p.m./board room of
MCCH. Info/762-1103 or 753-5561.
West View Nursing Home
Bingo/10:30 a.m.; Back Lobby
Games/2 p.m.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Night Apart for Paris District United
Methodist Women/7 p.m./Goshen University Methodist Church.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 6:30 a.m.-415 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4.30 p m. Info/762-3383.

Wednesday, June 24
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9 30 a m ; Story
Hour/10 30 am
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a m.-3 p m
Murray Country Club Ladies
Member-Guest golf/9 a m.
Oaks Country Club Ladies golf and
bridge/9 30 a m
Kenlake Ladies golf play/8.30 a m
Bible School at Westside Baptist
Church/6-8 p m
Bible School at Flint Baptist Church/
6-8 30 p m
Bible School at Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church/6:30-8:30 p.m.
Health Express of MCCH/Senior Citizens area at Weaks Center/8.30-11:30
am
Weaks Center/open 8 am.-4 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities. Transporabon day/10 am
West View Nursing Home Bible
Class/10 a m.; June birthday party/2
p.m.
AA/closed
discussion/11
a.m./American Legion Building.
Senior Golf League/9 a m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
First Baptist Church WMU Leadership Team/4:30 p.m.; Jr. High Swim
Party/7:30 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church GAs RAs,
Mission Friends, Youth/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Klub,
Youth, College/Career, Adult Bible
Studies/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m.-430 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Chapter elects officers
The Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa met at the home of
Betty Hassell for a potluck
brunch on May 2 at 9 a.m.
Betty Lyons presided. Patricia
Lassiter presented the Clinton
Rowlett Memorial Scholarship to
Sarah Stallons, a junior at Murray
State University.
President Lyons read a letter
from the Sharon Myatt and
Johnny Underwood families
thanking the chapter for the contributions made to the Rho scholarship fund in memory of Eupal
Underwood.
A gift of appreciation was pre-

sented to Mrs. Lyons as she
closed out her tenure as
president.
New officprs installed for
1998-2000 biennium are as
follows:
Elizabeth Douglas, president;
Marlene Beach, vice president;
Beverly Galloway, treasurer; Doll
Reddick, recording secretary;
Nancy Lovett, corresponding secretary; Emily Apperson, sergeantat-arms; Patricia Lassiter, historian; Jane Cothran, chaplain.
Sixteen members were present.
Mrs. Hassell, Beverly Galloway,
and Nancy Lovett were hostesses.

Dowdy named to Dean's List
Wendy Marie Dowdy of Murray was named to the Dean's List
for the spring 1998 semester at
Paducah Communit%

A student must earn a 3.5 grad
point average or higher to be
named to the list.
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FINALLY,AN ORECK
n FLOOR CARE
CENTER
NEAR YOU.
Now, brought to you by popular demand,
is the newest Oreck Floor Care Center.
Come in ,and see the incredibly light, incredibly powerful 8-lb. Oreck XL". Or
better vet, take The Oreck
Challenge and try one free thr
15 days. There's no risk.
You can also
try the bowling ball
demonstration
you've seen on TV with the
amazing Oreck Compact
Canister. The Compact
Canister is your gift when
you purchase an 8-lb. Oreck XL.
So come on in, we service all
llrands. The new Oreck Floor
Care Center, ‘'ou'll ‘‘.ish we
„ opened one a lot sooner.
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Pagel
resigns
post at
CCHS

With Jackson gone, is Jordan next?
Jordan's future with Bulls
hinges on Pippen, Rodman

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Andrew Pagel has resigned
as boys' soccer coach at Calloway County after only one
season with the Lakers.
Pagel was unavailable for
comment, but his wife, Jill,
said Pagel turned in his official letter of resignation Monday in order to take a teaching
position with another school
system. Pagel taught history at
Calloway County High during
the past school year.
"We're looking for a new
coach and we hope to name
one soon," said CCHS Principal Jerry Ainley. "We want to
try to find the best candidate
we can."
The Lakers were 10-8 in
1997, falling to Murray 4-1 in
overtime in the first round of
the Second District
tournament.
The new coach will be Calloway's third in three seasons
and fourth in the last five
years. Pagel succeeded Steve
Arant last year.

By CHIP BROWN
AP Sports Writer

File photo

Michael Jordan says he may return to the Chicago Bulls next season if
Scottie Pippen and Dennis Rodman are back as well.

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — As
Phil Jackson was cleaning out his
office and leaving as coach of the
Chicago Bulls, Michael Jordan
sounded like a man who wanted
to keep playing basketball.
As long as the Bulls don't
change much more.
Without directly addressing
whether he would play for
another coach, Jordan said his
teammates would have to stay for
him to put off retirement.
"I hope Scottie Pippen and
Dennis Rodman will come
back," said Jordan, who was in
Austin for a children's basketball
clinic. "It will take some time
for them to think about it, but I
think there's a chance they will."
Before Jackson made his announcement at the Bulls' practice
facility outside Chicago, Jordan
was asked about his coach not
returning.
"If that's his choice, that's his
choice. I respect Phil," Jordan
said. "But I haven't heard it from

Phil yet."
Jordan declined to answer
questions several more times during the day and after a charity
game Monday night in San
Marcos.
Jordan once said he would play
only for Jackson, although he's
retreated from that lately. Pippen,
unhappy after years of being
undervalued and underpaid, has
said he would rather go somewhere else, but he too has softened his stance. Rodman wants
to return, but only if the rest of
the gang comes back.
Jackson's departure was no
surprise to his players. The team
had dinner at Jordan's restaurant
after a citywide celebration in
Grant Park last Tuesday, and
backup center Bill Wennington
said it was understood Jackson
was leaving.
Jordan repeated Monday that if
the Bulls, who just won their
sixth NBA championship, change
too much he would strongly consider retiring.

"The coaches may not be the
same and the players may not be
the same, and that would be like
starting over," Jordan said in
listing possible reasons to leave.
When asked by a child attending the clinic if he was really going to retire, Jordan said, "I
don't know. I want to play with
the same guys I've been playing
with. If that happens, great. If
not, those things happen."
Asked why he would keep
playing, Jordan smiled and said,
"I still enjoy the game, and there
are some young players in the
league who still need some
lessons."
The charity basketball clinic is
run by Jordan's friend, Eric Martin, a former New Orleans Saints
player. The clinic is usually in
New Orleans, but Jordan asked if
it could be in Austin this year so
he could play some golf courses
in the area.
The celebrity game Monday
night in San Marcos was to have
also featured Bulls guard Ron
Harper but he did not attend.

Yankees top Braves in battle of baseball's best
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
If the Braves come back to
New York for the World Series,
you can bet Greg Maddux will
sleep in a different bed.
Maddux awoke with a stiff
neck Monday morning in his
Manhattan hotel. But he pitched
six innings before pulling himself, and the Yankees rallied
against Dennis Martinez for a 6-4

win over the Atlanta Braves.
Tim Raines hit a two-run double in the seventh inning for the
Yankees, who delighted a crowd
of 53,316 in the first of four
games this week between the the
clubs expected by many to play
in this year's World Series.
"I just slept on it bad last
night," Maddux said. "I was
aware of it every pitch. It's why I
came out. I said, 'Enough's

Jackson named
to KHSAA hall
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
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Murray native Dennis Jackson,
a First Region basketball official
for 25 years, is one of 16 former
high school coaches, athletes, officials and administrators who
will be inducted into the
Dawahares/Kentucky High
School Athletic Association Hall
of Fame.
The group will be inducted
March 9, 1999 at the MarriottGriffin Gate Resort in Lexington,
coinciding with the Sweet 16
boys' state basketball
tournament.
Jackson played both football
and basketball at now-defunct
Murray Douglass in the 1950s.
During his officiating career, he
worked 12 boys' state basketball
tournaments and three girls' tournaments. A longtime teacher and
administrator for Paducah Public
Schools, Jackson is now the system's director of district
personnel.
Other inductees, which will

bring the total to 221 includes:
Fred Clayton, who coached Caldwell County to the 1963 state
football championship; Henry
Bacon, who played basketball at
Louisville Male in the 1960s;
Reynolds Flynn, who coached basketball at Covington Holmes;
Lisa Harrison, who led Louisville
Southern to the 1988 state basketball championship; Owen Hauck,
who coached football at Highlands and Boone County; Leonard Hunt, a longtime basketball
official; Ernie Lewis, a threesport athlete at Elizabethtown;
James Matthews, who coached
Franklin-Simpson to two state
football titles; Mike Redd, who
played basketball at Louisville
Seneca; Eldridge Rogers, who
coached baseball and track at
Christian County and officiated
five sports; Karl Schmitt, who
played football at Louisville St.
Xavier and officiated football for
29 years; Sid Meade, who offi-

enough."
"Obviously, I wasn't as comfortable as I'd like to be. But
that's not why I gave up the hits
and runs. Really, they're smart
hitters. They made nice
adjustments."
Martinez (2-4) took over for
Maddux and wound up losing his
13th straight decision to the
Yankees. He fell to 2-19 lifetime
against New York, and remained

winless at Yankee Stadium since
1977.
"I like it here. I like the chanting and the cheering and the
boos," he said. "You just always
have places where you have good
times and have great times and
have bad times."
The Yankees struck for three
runs in the seventh against three
relievers. Raines' two-out double
off Martinez, his former team-

mate in Montreal, put New York
ahead 5-4.
"I was lucky to get something
out over the plate," Raines said.
"I think they tried to pitch me
away. I got a pitch to hit."
Elsewhere in interleague play,
it was Anaheim 6, Los Angeles 5;
San Diego 5, Seattle 3; Baltimore
7, the New York Mets 2; Cleveland 3, the Chicago Cubs I; Toronto 14, Montreal 2; the Chicago

White Sox 5, Pittsburgh 4; Phi
ladelphia 9, Boston 8 in 10 innings; Kansas City 3, Cincinnati
0; Minnesota 5, Houston 3; St.
Louis 4, Detroit 1; Arizona 6,
Texas 0; Florida 3, Tampa Bay 2
in 12 innings; and San Francisco
12, Oakland 8.
Milwaukee defeated Colorado
3-2 in the lone NL game.
II See Page 7
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FIRE IT IN: F.T. & W.P. pitcher Sherrie Sexton sends a throw to the plate during an Upper Division girls' softball game against the Murray
Professional Firefighters-sponsored team Monday evening at the Murray City Park.

II See Page 7

Graf emotional about return to Wimbledon
By STEPHEN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— Just being back at Wimbledon
was enough to bring Steffi Graf
to tears.
A year ago, the seven-time
champion was in rehabilitation
after reconstructive knee surgery.
Two months 'ago, her comeback
threatened by more injuries, she
considered retirement.
So on Monday, after winning
her first-round match in straight
sets on Centre Court, Graf was

overcome by emotion. Twice during a news conference, she broke
down crying.
"I get emotional because I
don't take it for granted being
here," said the German, playing
her 13th Wimbledon. "It's just
special to be here."
It was a remarkable display
from a player who has rarely expressed her emotions on or off
.the court.
Graf said she was surprised to
be on Centre Court, the scene of
her greatest triumphs, for the

opening match against Spain's
Gala Leon Garcia.
"It is not common to play the
first match on Centre Court unless you win the year before, so I
didn't take it as normal at all,"
she said. "I got really excited,
and it definitely pumped me up to
be playing out there."
After some initial nerves, Graf
settled down and beat Garcia 6-4,
6-1, a solid start to her first
Grand Slam tournament since the
French Open • in 1997.
After undergoing surgery after

the French, Graf didn't return to
tournament play until March. But
she was sidelined again with calf
and hamstring injuries.
That's when she started wondering whether her career was
over.
"There have been a couple of
occasions where it has been really difficult, seven or eight
weeks ago was the last time,"
she said. "I had so many little injuries and every week something
else came around."
But Graf, who said she now

feels "100 percent," must be
considered a title contender.
"There is no question it is my
favorite tournament and I do feel
the grass suits my game and experience does help," she said.
"But winning is a long way. That
is not as far as I am looking
now."
Monday was also an emotional
day for Monica Scles, the No. 6
seed, who beat Maria Antonio
Sanchez Lorenzo 6-3, 6-4.
Seles, who made an inspiring
run to the French Open final

three weeks ago, said she has
been able to concentrate fully on
her game since the death last
month of her father Karolj from
stomach cancer.
While her career was disrupted
by her stabbing in 1993 and her
father's long illness, Seles said
she has never thought of quitting.
"1 just love the game way too
much, and I wouldn't be thinking
of stopping at all at this point,"
she said. "For the rest of my career, I just want to win the most
Grand Slams that I can."
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double in the eighth as the Padres
won their 13th in 14 games.

There was nothing at stake in
the first of four Yankees-Braves
games this week, but that didn't
stop Yankee Stadium from rocking like it did during the 1996
World Series when New York
beat Atlanta.
"We had a great crowd,"
Yankees starter Andy Pettitte
said. "It was good for the fans, it
was good for the game."
Jeff Nelson (5-3) got the win
in relief and Mariano Rivera
pitched the ninth for his 17th
save.
Angels 6, Dodgers 5
Glenn Hoffman lost his major
league managing debut when Los
Angeles' bullpen squandered
another lead.
Jim Bruske, the Dodgers' third
reliever in the bottom of the ninth
inning, walked Tim Salmon on
five pitches to force home the
winning run.
Hoffman was named interim
manager Monday, replacing the
fired Bill Russell.
Charles Johnson had three
RBIs for the Dodgers, who have
lost seven of nine.
Padres 5, Mariners 3
At Seattle, Jim Leyritz drove in
three runs in his San Diego debut
and Ruben Rivera hit a two-run

Leyritz, acquired in a trade
with Boston on Sunday, helped
San Diego tie Atlanta for the best
NL record at 50-26.
Orioles 7, Mets 2
At Baltimore, Mike Mussina
(6-4) pitched a two-hitter and the
Orioles handed Bobby Jones
(6-4) his first loss since April 30.
Mussina opened the game by
getting five straight outs before
giving up successive homers to
Brian McRae and Butch Huskey.
The Mets hit three balls out of
the infield the rest of the way as
Mussina retired the last 22
batters.
Indians 3, Cubs 1
Dwight Gooden (2-3) continued to dominate the Cubs, and
Omar Vizquel hit a tiebreaking
RBI single in the seventh.
Gooden, who beat the Cubs 27
times while pitching for the Mets,
pitched six innings to improve to
28-4 in his career against Chicago. He is 9-1 at Wrigley Field.
Chicago's Sammy Sosa, who
needs one more homer in June to
tie the major league record of 18
in any month, went 0-for-4.
Blue Jays 14, Expos 2
At Toronto, Juan Guzman (4-9)
pitched a seven-hitter for his first
win since May 26, and Jose

Canseco homered for the Blue
Jays.
Darrin Fletcher went 4-for-5
with two RBIs for Toronto.
White Sox 5, Pirates 4
Chicago scored four runs in the
first inning at Pittsburgh, then
held off a Pirates comeback with
Ray Durham's go-ahead homer in
the sixth.
Durham hit a two-out shot off
Elmer Dcssens (2-2).
Phillies 9, Red Sox 8
Gregg Jefferies singled home
Alex Arias in the 10th off Tom
Gordon (4-2) as Philadelphia rallied from a five-run deficit at
Boston for its 24th comeback
win.
Royals 3, Reds 0
Jeff King and Shane Mack

homered at Cincinnati as Kansas
City sent the Reds to their ninth
straight loss.
Cincinnati has lost 17 of 20 in
June.
Twins 5, Astros 3
Eric Milton (4-6) won for the
first time since May 15 and Terry
Steinbach homered for Minnesota
at Houston.
Milton allowed two runs and
two hits in 6 2-3 innings. Rick
Aguilera pitched the ninth for his
15th save.
Cardinals 4, Tigers 1
At St. Louis, Todd Stottlemyre
pitched eight strong innings and
Brian Jordan drove in two runs as
the Cardinals won their seasonhigh fifth straight in the first
meeting between the teams since

the 1968 World Series.
Mark MeGwire went 1 -for-4
with two strikeouts. The major
league leader with 33 homers
hasn't connected in his last 17 atbats.
Diamondbacks 6, Rangers 0
Andy Benes (6-7) pitched eight
scoreless innings at Texas, and
Dave Dellucci went 3-for-4 as
Arizona handed the Rangers their
first shutout loss this season.

Giants 12, Athletics 8
Brian Johnson had a pair of
RBI singles in San Francisco's
nine-run fifth at Oakland.
Rey Sanchez added a three-run
homer for the Giants.

•Jackson...

Marlins 3, Devil Rays 2
Antonio Alfonseca (1-2)
pitched out of a bases-loaded,
one-out jam in the 12th to give
Florida Game 1 of the Sunshine
State series at Tampa Bay.
Mark Kotsay went 5-for-6 for
Florida.

FROM PAGE 6
ciated Ii Sweet 16 state basketball tournaments; Aster Sizemore,
who earned 13 athletic letters at
Hazard; Louis Stout, a three-time
all-state basketball player for
Cynthiana who currently serves
as KHSAA commissioner; and
F.D. Wilkinson, who coached basketball at Milton and Frankfort.

DENNISON-HUNTChestnut
SPOR
TING
GOOD
S
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

St.

Murray

753-8844

Sports
BRIEFS
Milkman, Stevenson qualify at golf tourney
LEXINGTON - Two local players are among the 32 qualifiers for the
championship flight in the women's Kentucky State Amateur golf tournament
Murray State women's golf coach Velvet Milkman and MSU player Brandi
Stevenson begin play today at Kearney Hills Golf Links. Milkman shot an
even-par 72 Monday to qualify, earning the No. 4 seed in the match play field
Stevenson shot a 73 to earn the sixth spot_
Match play continues through the week. Quarterfinals and semifinals are
Thursday with the finals on Friday.

MHS booster club meets tonight at 6
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The Murray High School athletic booster club will meet tonight at 6 in the
MHS cafeteria. All parents, sport representatives and coaches need to attend
Plans will be made for the chicken cook-off

Anderson earns all-state selection
Former Calloway County High School baseball standout Brent Anderson
recently earned first team All-State honors from the Tennessee Baseball
Coaches Association.
Anderson, a 1996 graduate of CCHS, compiled a 9-2 record with a 2 40
earned run average while pitching for NAIA and Trans South Conference
member David Lipscomb
Anderson, who will be a junior this fall at David Lipscomb, has also been
nominated for All-Region NAIA honors David Lipscomb finished the 1998
season with a 34-23-1 record.

24 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE
All Merchandise Storewide

PARK LEAGUE I
Pittman Trucking two of three games against the Murray Professional Fire
fighters in Park League I action this weekend
On Saturday, Pittman claimed a 10-5 win over the Firefighters They also
took a 3-2 victory after falling to the Firefighters 9-1 in Sunday's first game.
Reid McDaniel picked up a triple and two singles while driving in two runs
to lead Pittman in Saturday's contest Joseph Kelly homered and singled for
three RBI while David Kuykendall added a pair of singles and an RBI Bobby
Puckett singled three times and drove in a run Jacob Hines, Matt Hines, Andrew Schroder and Will Blackford each singled twice
Kuykendall, McDaniel, Puckett and Matt Hines each singled in Sunday's
Game 1 loss.
In Pittman's win Sunday, McDaniel and Jacob Hines led the offense with a
pair of singles each Puckett lined a double while Kuykendall and Matt Hines
each added a base hit.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

733-9627
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there.
Mats Farm insurance Companies
Noma Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Monday's Games
Toronto 14 Montreal 2
Fionda 3 Tempe Bay 2. 12 innings
Philadelphia 9, Boston 9. 10 innings
Chicago While Soy 5. Pittsburgh 4
Kansas City 3, Cincinnati 0
Baltimore 7, NY Mots 2
NY Yankees S. Atlanta 4
Cleveland 3, Chicago Cubs
lAlwaults• 3. Colorado 2
1Armasota 5 Houston 3
St Louis 4 Detroit 1
Arizona 6, Texas 0
San Diego 5 Seattle 3
San Francisco 12, Oakland
Anaheim 6 Los Angeles 5

Tuesday's Games
Kansas City (Rapp 6-6) at Cincinnati (Klingenbeck 1-2), 11 35 am
lAnnesola (Towlisboy 4-8) at Houston (Nitkowski 3-2), 12 35 pm
Colon& (1•In961 5-7) at Milwaukee (Patnck 2-0).
105 pm
Cleveland (Nagy 7-3) at Chicago Cubs (Gonzaiez
6-5), 120 pm
San Dago (Harrillon 5-7) al Saadi',(Moyer 4-6).
535 pm
Montreal (Vazquez 1-6) at Toronto (Carpenter
3-2). 605 pm
Fkgida (Pompey', 0-2) at Tampa Bay (Spnnget
2-10), 605 p
Philadorrnia (Portugal 2-2) at Boston (Lowe 0-5),
605 pm
Chicago Wbte Sox (Sirotka 7-7) at Plbstengh
(Schmtdi 8-3). 806 pin
NY MM. (Yothii 4-3) at Baltimore (Johns 2-2)
635 pm
Atlanta (Giavine 9-3) at NV Yankees (Homan
Piz 2-0), 635 pm
Diarod (Thompson 5-7) at St Louts illotlenlield
23), 710 pm
Anions (Anderson 5-6) at TO1138 (Sete 10-4),
735 pm
San Francisco )Gardner 5-3) at Oakland Can.
diore 4-9) 9 05 p m
Los engem (Micki 3-4) at Anaheim (Washburn
3-0), 905 p m
Wednesday's Games
Oalitand (Sten 3-41 at San Francisco (Damen
6-5), 305 pm
Chicago Cubs (Clarli 4-7) at Detroit iGreningor
0-3), 665 pm
S1 Louts (PatioveMi 5-31 at Cleveland (Wright
64),605 pm
Tows)(Clemens 7-61 at Montreal (Bookie 1-01
805 pm
Tampa Bay (Saunders 17) at F bride (Meadows
5-6). 606 pm
Boston (Avery 4-1) at Philadelphia Roemer 10)
635 pm
Baelmore (Smith 0-1) at NY Mots (Reed 8-4)
6 40 p m
N V Yankees (Cone 9-2) at Atlanta (Millwood
931 6 40 p m

lir10 5r10 OTT
ALL WEEK!
See Belbw For Additional Daily Specials

ADIDAS DAY
June 23 TUESDAY
REEBOK DAY
June 24 WEDNESDAY
June 25 THURSDAY BASEBALL/SOFTBALL DAY
TENNIS DAV
June 26 FRIDAY
June 27 SATURDAY FINAL MARKDOWNS
pr

p

WAVI."611.0
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0/
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Display UN
$6.25 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2nd Rea, 60% Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Maxi Run

b4,a144

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916

6 Doi Period)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.25 per column unch extra for Tuesday (Shopping GulJe

Reader .Ads
30s pia worn. S6 00 muumum ii day be per WOC.1 per day for each addiuona: coruecuuye
S2 00 =till for Shopper CTues ,Classifieds go alto Shopping Guide I $100 extra for blind boa

Ad Deadlines

Deadline
Day 8. Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
_Fri. 3
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Publish Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

•

= Just Say "Charge It"

VISA

LOC
2 or
140(
Wes
Calk
cell(
sale
entir
Call
753
you

070
Notice

ATTENTION PARENTS
Young enthusiastic college
student majoring in Early
Education is starting Story
Time for your children All
children ages 4 10 welcome 1 or 2 hour sessions
beginning in June For sign
up & more details call
757130 ask for Brandi
Please hurry spaces are
hlling quicitly

VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713
ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323

AVONWhether you want to buy,

ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew 7536981

sell or lust look through a
book call Tonya at

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700
MACHINE Quilting Regular size, S31 50 Murray
Sewing Center 753-5323

435-4026
HOUSE of Clothes, $1.00
per item Mon-Sun. Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles. 489-2243

1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
Insurance is now
slenderised in 10
plane and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, Or y0ur

insurance, must pay
K.. been increased
to $734 in 199&
For more information
call:

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide

1.800-455-4199

DRIVERS/ OTR
Due to customer demand
Jolliff Transportation is
now hinng teams/ singles
Plenty of miles Earn
52.300 bonuses 1st year.
Don't miss out on a great
opportunity Call 800-8735653 Mon Barn- Sat Noon
EXPERIENCED grill cook,
servers, kitchen help
Weekends & holidays a
must Apply in person at
Murray
Country Club
College Farm Rd
KIRKSEY•S Almo Cafe
now accepting applications
for expenenced full time
night cook For appointment call 489-6132

our 3.5ih year of service'

Now Hiring!
SALARIED &
HOURLY
MANAGERS

Personals

Charbroiled
chicken

Hickor Smoked
amity
R ibs
Lenderlitita

lb BBQ
'kg Bum
g
Pk Cale Saw
14 POI. Salad

Burgers
nd

('atfish

910.99

p.111.

/ ALPINE
•)ockrordrosciale.

clarion'
IF" Pt ICIl Ilia

ICIl•41:10

SWF- tall, auburn hair. late
40S, professional southern
lady seeking professional
gentleman to share the
good times Send response to PO Box 1040C. Murray, KY 42071.

Raised

Daily Lunch Specials 11 a.m.-2

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

Murray Restaurant

We otter flexibie hours,
paid vacation, health insurance,stock purchase
plan, tuition aid program
and many opportunities
for advancement. Send
resumes to

753-0113

NOTICE!
NOTICE!
We are in the
process of
updating our
Classified
system. Please
excuse any
differences in
your ads.

HAVING trouble getting a
bank
loan?
Cal
1-800-289-0521

Lost and Found
MISSING: "Rowdy" black
Lab/ Collie mix. Area of
Clayton Rd or Old Salem
Rd. Has white on 1 front
paw Sadly missed. Call
759-3020 anytime.

Help Wanted

Lawn & Garden Division
Chestnut St
2 Full time positions open
in sales and parts Apply in
person

PROGRAMMER for Visual
Basic 5.0 using ODBC 32
understanding Windows
NT, Flash 95. Send resume to PO Box 2138.
Paris, TN 88242.

THE Federal Materials
Company is now taking
applications for ready mix
operators at our Murray location. Good benefits,
health & life insurance.
401k plan, Holidays & Vacation pay, and profit sharing, CDL preferred but not
required. Applications may
be picked up at the plant
on C.C. Lowery Rd in Murray or at the main office
2425 Wayne Sullivan Dr in
Paducah. 753-3355,
753-9311.

SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat. 753-2971

WANTEDResponsible
person to work part-time.
good wages, friendly atmosphere Apply at Check
Mart, Hazel. 492-6116.

PART-TIME custodial, early mornings Mon-Fri. 2025hrs per week. Starts in
July. 753-0724.

GElleSOLID
El A Good Thing 121

$1,000 WEEKLY
Stuffing
envelopes
at
home. Free details. Rush
(long
self
addressed
stamped envelope) to:
ACE Dept 1209. PO Box
5769, Diamond Bar, CA
91765.
0250012500A or COT
needed for busy physicians office. Training provided for motivated individual. Excellent benefits.
Mon-Fn. Send resume &
references to PO Box
1040-K.
Murray.
KY
42071.
ATTENDANTS Needed:
Full-time & pad-time. Earn
5500+ per week. No experience necessary. Will
train. Looking for certified
nail technician & stylist.
Apply at: Murray Men's
Club Salon & Spa, 304
Maple St, Murray
759-9555.

'arc yILI niu illg?
pOl lia‘e furniture
stored? .'are you tired of 'our old (lector?
/ ii u% help put turn )nur unwanted items int0 twat
(7()NSIGN?
do the 1%tirk • Hasslemake intitie
free %task(' • Eliminates arhertising cost • If •
nate. unwanted ph ttttt call,
jails • Personal
.
triendl,. atmosphere
%I.WAI's!
ith.ris.. you are 100Aing Sur the unique,
traditional wall lind it at a r;,...t thing In..

Vim

Ms non tut pti'd
1211

Corner of 12th & (Amble • 502.753.271 1:21

FOR Sale Ty Beanie Babies Princess, Peace &
Retired Beanies
753-5318

alr PASCHALL =
FLOOR COVERING
901-498-6299 • Hwy. 641 N. • Puryear, TN

'The Original Paschall !ramify
Stiff :11a_c 'The 'Rest Deats!
Sole Dare 6/20 thru 6/27
Pickering - 15 Year Warranty

LAMINATE FLOORING

$2.79 Inc!

Pad'

Tarkett Simplicity Perimeter

VINYL

$6.99 In Stock'

Don't Bo Fooled By Square Foot Pricing!
$6.99 Is Only 78 Conts A Square Footll

Come and Check Out Our
Everyday Low Prices On
AREA RUGS!!
6x9 $29.99 and Up'
Where Else Can You Get Free Pod
With Any $6.99 Or Up Carpet With
No Minimum?
12 & 15 Foot Wrde Available

Bruce

PARQUET $1.49
Chestnut Color

SUPER SHARP'

PASCHALI'S

THE NAME
YOU KNOWI

SMoney, Money' Money'
Build a thriving business
through Avon leadership
Management 1-888-6696820 Ind/sIs/rep
COLDWELL Banker
Woods and Associates is
expanding
Agents
needed, training available
753-1651
COMMUNITY Alternatives,
Kentucky. a progressive
company that provides services to people with mental
retardation/ developmental
disabilities has the following positions available
Staffed Residence Providers. Leisure Trainers, Community Habilitation Instructors Applicants must have
a high school diploma/
GED, valid driver's license,
reliable transportation, and
must be willing to work
flexible hours
Call
(502)5272255 or send resumes to Ms Peeler, Community Alternatives, Kentucky, PO Box 39. Symsoma, Kentucky 42082
FOE/F/0N
DOLLIES
World Class Men's Club
now hiring entertainers
Earn $1,000 plus per
week
Managers. waitresses & door persons
also needed Work for the
best
around
Call
(901)247-3965
experienced
NEEDED
hairdresser full or part timpi
for booth rent. 753-0882

HAPPY 13IRTHDAy

MUST Sell, Extra sharp 16
DO you have a loved one inch chrome wheels &
who needs care I have 205/55 low profile
Goodover 10 years experience year
American Eagle tires.
(and excellent references)
6 months old with only
taking care of the sick &
elderly Please call me if 12,XXX miles. Tires were
you need help, ask for over $400 new, will take
$200. Wheels were $1,000
Brenda, 753-2637_
new, will take $400 or
DO you have a loved one $550 for all. Serious inwho needs a caring sitter? quires only. 759-9632 ask
15yrs experience as a for Amy or leave message.
caregiver. Medical trained.
References available. Will MOWERS, money back
sit in home or nursing guarantee 753-8292
home. 435-4047
PROM DRESSES Black
wisequins, size 9/10 Teal
FULL-time babysitting in
green w/sequins & beads,
my home, Mon-Fn days
size 11/12 Both worn one
8yrs experience Any agel
time only. Call 753-0943
Call 767-0731
after 4 30pm
LIL' Susie's house cleaning
SEE us for your barn or roof
- windows Exp ref
metal Cut to length Cov34 5 - 2 3 2 5
or ers 36 inches, many colors
1-800-456-7237
Economy Metal & Supply
VERY loving, honest & Co 489-2722
trustworthy care giver. Will SLIDING glass door
cooler
care for the elderly. Expe- from grocery store,
asking
rienced, well trained, re- S500.
Also, electric cash
sponsible with references. register
with tapes, asking
Ask for Annette or leave
$100 or consider some
message. 474-9865
trade 436-6081

Business
Opportunity

Variety & Pawn

to
l "STOP"

BUSINESS
For Sale
Owner wants to retire
Good part time cash busi
ness. No sales or collec
tions.. Will train, work 3
days. Must have good
transportation. Call
435-4137 after 5pm.
FOR Rent
Approx
1700sq ft warehouse
space or convert to office
space 12th & Story street,
Murray 12ft overhead
door Contact Nathan at
502 575 6200
120

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low. low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Cal
753-9433
CASH for G.I. Joe toys old
or new 753-7185

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or.1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753 3633
WANTED Riding mowers
& 4 wheelers that need
work 436 2867
WANTED Used sliding
glass doors Please call
436-5839
Midas
For,*
ALMOND color 30- electric
cook stove, $50 4dr file
cabinet. $50 753-0814
CRAFTSMAN 6" joiner
planer, $200 Craftsman
6-X48- floor model belt
sander, $100. 12- tablesaw (no motor), $75
753-0814

-% 4

smaydrOet

ADVERTISE
'7.50
'12.50
'15.00

Your Yard Sale 3 Times and

SAVE

1x2 ad 2.5 word max.
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

2x2 ad 70 word max.
'14.00
'19.00
'23.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in aduance

BEDDING SETS
Discontinued floor samples, twin, full, queen, king
Starting at $209 while they
Last. Crass Furniture, 103 S
3rd, downtown Murray.
QUEEN size bedroom
suite $350 obo. Formal
dining room suite $550
obo 753-6597.
180
Lawn

Garden

ALMO COUNTRY STORE
Concrete lawn ornaments,
water garden plants and
accessories. Perinnials,
shrubs, trees. Angels &
cherubs in our gift shop.
753-1934.
HOFFMAN'S NURSERY
WEEKLY BARGAINS
Greenhouse
Select hanging baskets,
55.99 Potted Roses 50%
off Mini Roses 50% off
Perennials
Whirling Butterflies, 3gal
50% off Blue Fescue,1gal
50% off. Canna 3gal. 50%
off
Nursery Stock
Crepe Myrtle 1gal, $3 99.
Little Princess" Spree
3gal. $10 00 Bradford
Pears, $29.00. "All" Yews
25% off. "All" Junipers
25% oft
Garden Center
Patio Shoppe
Garden tools 25% off. Table top fountains 25°. off.
Select patio candles 50%•
off Patio furniture 30% off.
Hwy 94 East
Mon-Sat 8am-5pm
Sunday 12pm-4pm
759-4512
SABRE lawn mower by
John Deere 15hp 46- cut
only used 3 times 51,600
759-5341 or
obo
759-0225
SMALL engine repair Call
753-0260

190
Farm
Equipment
JD 6600 COMBINE
header 492 8516

1611

199;
2br,
shini
stov,
75324Xi
2 bi
east
753-

FOF
2br,
ancE

croc

$75(
198
3br,
cen

198
2br
wa
753

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Monday Edition
Friday II a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p m.
For assistance call. 753-1816 or come by

the

Murray Ledger & Times
Cl worn'ind Depart mcnt

•

Appliances

Computers
COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662

YARD
SALE
SEASON

. w.„

-54r'-W75,
77

23.1CU. ft chest freezer,
WILL clean your home, $200. 753-0237.
trailer, etc. Outside. Clean
KITCHENAIDE washer, 5gutters also. Free esti6wks old. $450 new, askmates. 436-5269.
ing $350 firm. 759-2418.
WILL keep children in my
home. State certification
pending. More info call
489-2056.
42" HATACHI big screen
WILL sit with the elderly or
tv. Excellent condition. Ensick. Experienced.
tertainment center with
474-2386.
glass doors. Both are light
WILL do house cleaning oak. 753-2753 or 1-800Call 474-2131
455-3001 ask for Glen or
Marilyn.

Pot 0' Gold
1308 S. 12th St. • Hwy 641
Murray, KY 42071
502-767-9113
Across from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet in
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
LOANS ON ALMOST ANYTHING
Car titles - keep the car - pawn title
Jewelry, Guns, CD's, Tools, Lawn Equipment,
Stereo's, TV's, VCR's, Motorcycles, RV's.

199:
horn
full
hot
floor
in Ft
753-

KENMORE portable washer & dryer. Womans 10sp
bike Exercise bike Best
otter. 767-9658

WILL clean houses &
apartments Experienced
References available
492-8596

12X:
tral

199;
16Xi
elec
8X8
decli
cial
$26,

FOR
Sale:
Video's,
shelves, etc All you need
is the store or room
436-2714 days.
FOR sale: Kodiak wood
stove. 25" console tv 7539613.

100

AVON

Only

CERTIFIED Nursing Assistants Ready to do that
care of your sick Anywhere from 1 hour to 24
hour care References furnished 759-0765 or 4365269

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553

P.O. Box 7809
Paducah, KY 42002

Consignment Home Furnishings

Only

kik*,
Fortis

CHILDCARE available.
Almo area. 3yrs & up,
weekdays. Meals & activities included. 753-9077.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

BR()

Domestic&
Childcare

Help Wanted

Come & Discover!
1000 Blooming Varieties
!lardy Daylilies & ilosta.

2BF
en'
753

7 A
larg
Bea

LIVI
2BF
$28
435

2BF

OPEN GARDENS
Shade Seating • Refreshments
Photographers Welcome! Car Tours Available

Gift Plant with purchase
Tues.-Sat. 9-5

Bethel Gardens

1/2
hon
492

94 East 2 miles follow signs • 753-2993

753

MOLD BUILDER
Plastics Manufacturer seeking journeyman
toolmaker. Successful candidate will have a
minimum of 5 years experience in plastic
injection molding industry. CNC experience
and personal tools required. We offer competitive salary and benefits package. Reply to P.O.
Box 766, Hopkinsville, KY 42241, Attention:
Rita Brown.
SALES F YOU ARE READING THLS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUR Of WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "J08"
Do pm rants =we Do Ku arm io e I6'pa pia,Do you wars opens*
"
616407
.
0 we9CtiS405PII:00 too ova. a unto Oran I,
66,109110c0
fto Waal aid surrotnang seas at osisolsry anangarnsras Th. people I WIN
hodanglx fruit bo howl. woe. isti-morore are be sabre to rest vary
penal try talk sons sane ray floy raid was as roast I wort On* above
bout, Ind I wed fss sane wok kw to booblo ha work Id in. H you him
tem Quark:Man I would very much wtoy Wing you and'Orr he Omni
au copy" hada ohr

Murray Memorial Gardens
Cl
Shophord
11-4 Mon.-Sai. • (502) 753-2971
Cal her directions N needed. No resumes gamma
I has poopil, not paper.

E.O.E.

POSITION AVAILABLE
The Murray Ledger 8t Times is accepting
applications for a reporting position. Candidates
must possess strong writing arid reporting skills. A
knowledge of AP style is also a must. Excellent
benefiLs include health and dental insurance, paid
holidays, paid vacation.
Send resume, clips and letter to:
Amy Wilson
The Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071.

PERMANENT PROFESSIONAL OFFER
Due to company promotions. three openings exists now
for SPORTSMINDED person in the Mayfield/Murray/
Paducah branch of a large organization If selected you
will be given 4 weeks classroom training We provide complete company benefits Major medical. dental. 401k savings plan
Guaranteed income to Start $400 00 a week All promotions are based on merit not seniority To be accepted you
need a pleasant personality, be ambitious, eager to get
ahead, high school diploma or better, be bondable, 21
years old or older and free to start immediately We are
particularly interested in those with leadership ability who
are looking for genuine career opportunities

For confidential interview appointment
9:30 AM - 6:30 PM
Call Now
502-247-3700 - Ask for Josh Johnson
EOE/M/F

dm=

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

300
Business
Rentals

LOCAL hunting club needs
3BR 2 bath 4 miles 121
2 or 3 members We have
South $400 month renV
1400 acres leased from
Various Size Suites
deposit 489-2296
Westvaco in Southeastern
Walnut Plaza
3BR, stove/ refrigerator
Calloway Co We have ex104 N. 5th
furnished Central hia Decellent deer turkey &
posit 8 leave required
753-8302 or
small game hunting for the
1303 Chestnut St
753-9621
entire family for $325/yr.
759-4696
Call Todd at 759-1880 or 4 CAR shop tor rent
CURRENTLY taking applt
753-2315 after 5pm if 753 4509
cations for rental assis
you re interested
OFFICE or store space in lance on 1,2 & 3br units for
qualified applicants Apply
Southside Shopping Cen
at Mur Cal Apartments
ter 753 4509 753 6612
270
902 Northwood Dr Equal
Mobile Homes For Sale
320
Housing Opportunity
TOD* 1 800 247-2510
Apartments For Rent
12X56 2BR, 1 bath, cen
EMBASSEY apts now
tral air 753-7564
1BR available now, near leasing
Nice 2br $300,
1992 BELMONT Premier MSU Stove, refrigerator,
central gas heat, c/a, close
16X80, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, all utilities furnished $325
to campus No pets Coleelectric, Ig kitchen, utility Coleman RE 753-9898
man RE 753-9898
8X8 front & 12X12 back
available
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakedeck & underpinning Spe- 1,2 & 3BR units
immediately Apply at Murland Wesley Village, lbr
cial
ordered
home
Cal Apartments,902 Northapartment utilities in
$26,500 527-1372
wood Dr Equal Housing
cluded rent based on in1993 FRANKLIN mobile Opportunity 759-4984
come 62 & older or handihome 16X80 3 bedroom 2 TDDI 1-800-247-2510
cap & disabled Equal
full bath, extra nice 50gal
Housing Opportunity
1BR apt available, all ap502-3548888
hot water tank, hardwood pliances, larger than most
floor dining room Located Call Mur Cal Realty
MURRAY
MANOR
in Fox Meadows
753-4444
APARTMENTS Make it
753-7731
113R Diuguld Dr Call Cole- your homel Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
1997 DUTCHESS 14X72 man Realty 753-9898
price, central h/a, laundry
2br, 2 bath, vinyl siding &
facilities Office hours
shingled roof, gas heat & 1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at 8am-5pm, Mon -Fri
stove, central air $20000.
$200/mo 753-4109
(502)753-8668, Equal
753-3716, 251-0031
Housing Opportunity
24X64 DOUBLEWIDE 4br, 2BR, 1 5 bath in Cam$500/mo,
lease
no
bridge
NEW Itx apt, all appliances
2 bath, large lot, 2 miles
pets Has all appliances
including w/d, $325/mo
east $32000 Call
plus full size washer/ dryer
Deposit required
753-9812
Brand new unit on two 436-5725
FOR sale' 14x60 Clayton, levels Call Grey's Proper
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
2br, 1 bath, c/a, all appli- ties, 759-2001
3-4br house w/washer &
ances including w/d & mi2BR, 2 bath with garage, dryer, furnished, near
crowave. Setup & delivery,
central h/a, appliances
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
$7500 753-6885.
furnished, $525/mo, 1yr
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
1984 BUCCANEER 14x80, lease, 1 month deposit. No 753-0606 after 5pm
3br, 2 baths, appliances, pets, 753-2905 or
NICE 2br, 1 bath apartcentral h/a 753-9866
753-7536.
ment, all appliances Great
1985 FLEETWOOD 14x70 2BR, central gas h/a, aplocation Call Mur Cal Re2br, dishwasher, micro- pliances furnished
alty 753-4444
wave, central h/a $3001mo Coleman RE,
NICE
2br duplex $450,
753-9866
753-9898
1819 Ridgewood. 2BR ga2BR, duplex, central h/a, rage apt, $300, 530 Broad.
280
stove, refrigerator, dis- 753-7457,
Mobile
hwasher, w/d hook-up ColHomes For Rent
SOUTHWOOD Dr, 2br dueman RE 753-9898
plex including appliances,
28R trailer No pets Refer
Cal 2BR duplex, central h/a, $455/mo, plus deposit, No
ences needed
dishwasher, microwave,
pets. Available June 1.
753-9866
w/d hook-up No pets_
435-4294.
7 MILES east of Murray, $420/mo. Security deposit_
VERY nice 2br, 14 baths
large private lot. Call Linzy 492-8393
Townhouse. Appliances
Beane. 436-2582.
furnished w/washer &
2BR near campus No pets
Call 753-1203
dryer, $500/mo, 1yr lease,
LIVE with your horse
1 mo deposit. No pets.
2BR,
many
extras, 2BR upstairs apt 4 miles
753-2905, 753-7536.
$285/mo. $50 per horse on 121S. No pets. $285/mo
435-4644 or 435-4319
+ deposit, 489-2296.
330
2BR. 753-6012
2BR duplex, 1409 HillRooms
wood $375/mo. 759-4406
For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
room
28R apt., eat-in kitchen, SLEEPING
$150/mo Coleman RE,
1/2 ACRE lot for mobile large living room, hard- 753-9898
wood floors throughout, rehome, north of Murray
frigerator & stove, central
492-6159
340
h/a, $350/mo plus $350
Houses For Rent
Vi ACRE, $100/m o . deposit. Must sign lease.
753-6012.
753-5592.
2BR. 11.2 bath brick house
•
with carport. deck, C/H Air,
w/d hook-up, stove & refrigerator furnished, also
a
In The Classifieds
has
storage
building.
Close to MSU. $475/mo
plus deposit & 1yr lease.
'rert.
.
r
No pets. Call 753-1071 after 5pm or leave message.

Office Space

zh
Imal6

rj

ins

470

320
Apartments For Rent

641 Storage
All Sizes
ANiilihle

753-5585
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available
753 2905 or
753 7536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units

Available

753-3853

".31.

1111F-1111111111
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Lots For Sale
A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homes.com
E-mail: carolwood@msn.com

2BR, c/h, stove, refrigerator, washer & dryer.
$425/mo. Deposit required_ 1yr lease. No pets.
Across street from MSU_
For appointment call Rogers Enterprises, 753-5140,
nights 767-9230.
2-3BR brick, shade, w/d
hook-up
No pets
$395/mo 753-6931
2BR, carport, stove/ refrigerator furnished. Gas
heat $325/mo + deposit.
Lease required. 415
S 10th St. 759-4696

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company

1=11k

2BR stove/ refrigerator
furnished $375/mo + deposit Lease required 711
Payne St 759-4696

2BR brick w/d, refrigerator
& stove, garage with storage fenced yard, almost
319 lrvan
new roof
$47,000 753-4074
3BR bnck home. LR. Kden comb., 11,2 bath w/extra shower & vanity in utility Central gas h/a. Shady
lot $80.000. 804 Guthrie.
Call 436-2425 or 753-0248
leave message

CREEKVIEW
Self storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney s $20 $40/mo
759-4081

3-4BR house for sale 105 ft
commercial road frontage
521 S 4th St $34,900 Re
cent appraisal for $38,000
753 8767

EASTSIDE

3BR, 1'4 bath, fenced
backyard, landscaped,
Low 80's
3yrs old
753-6725

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

3BR 2 bath, central h/a,
garage, appliances Coleman RE 753-9898
NICE 2br starter home or
perfect for rental property
Gas heat, carport & utility.
415 S 10th, $34,900.
435-4602 or 753-8767.

380

OPEN Daily New 4br, 3
&Supplies
bath house at 2006 Rugby
Dr in Campbell Est Also
AKC Lab pups Yellow & 100X175 wooded lot for
chocolate Available now. sale Call 753-3903
Both parents on premises 3BR brick, private fence,
Call (502)924-9526
central h/a, 703 N 18th
$63,000 753-4074
AKC Lab pups, black,
shots, wormed, vet
A GREAT BUY/
checked, parents on site. By Owner: 3br, 2 bath, 5+
To good homes only. great acres, 2,000 sq ft. Open
with children
Call House: Sat & Sun June
(502)753-1490
27th & 28th 9am-5pm,
AKC Registered yellow 7693 St Pt 121 S. Murray.
Labs. 8weeks old. 4 fe- 436-2832.
males, 1 male $125/each.
BY OWNER
436-5246 after 3pm.
1197 Crossland Road. imANGEL fish Assorted baby
angel fish 759-0589 between 6pm-9pm
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
EXPERIENCED dog training available. Trained from
7wks to adult dogs_ If interested call 767-0731.
WOULD
like to buy a
Cocker Spaniel female,
about 1yr old Call 7538694.
390
Livestock &Stipples
BELGUIMS. 2 mares in
excellent shape Call after
dark (502)354-6705
HAY for sale. 489-2989.
430
Real Estate

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

In
a
:lc

2 STORY brick home
witireplace 3br. 2 baths
neighborhood
family
fenced backyard detachAsking
garage
ed
$58,750.518 So 6th St
Murray 759-2128

10 ACRES in Kirksey
area $20,000 Call 4892056 after 5pm
5 ACRES, water, septic,
electric, 2 miles KY Lake.
474-8786.
167, ACRES Fenced with
1977 mobile home 8 miles
out of Murray off 94 E on
Chapel Rd $47000
502-762-0055
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

mediate possession, 3br
brick, 1 bath, fireplace in
den on 1.5 acre lot with
many trees. Located 4
miles from MSU. Make an
offer. Call 489-2756.

600
Used Trucks

1996 YAMAHA Virago
1100 3400 miles red &
pearl white saddle bags,
engine guards, new windshield, lots of chrome,
$6500 502-753-0853 Murray

1998 DODGE SLT Laramie. lwb. 318 magnum V8, auto DC, full power &
air, SRW, emerald green
with matchine ARE topper
&
bedliner,
chrome
wheels, RL Michelin ores
9,XXX miles. Like new
Garage kept. Taking bids
759-3569
510
Campers

490
Used Cars
1966 FORD Mustang, 3sp
5cyl, excellent condition
red/ white top $6,500
474-8786
1981 FORD mid-size wagon, auto, air, runs good,
$750 1983 Dodge p/u,
4cyl, 5sp, with camper
shell, $950 Must sell
767-0508
1985 DODGE 600, white
convertible, red interior,
new tires. new JVC radio.
new vinyl top. Really
sharp. $2,675. 753-6917.
1986 CHEVROLET Celebrity, runs good, $800. Daytime 753-3153, evening
436-5070.
1989 EAGLE Summit, 5sp,
wair, runs good. $2750
obo 759-1663 Iv message
1990 FORD Probe, red,
custom wheels, tinted windows, Pioneer CD player,
sharp $2,500 or best offer. Call 767-9571 after
4pm.

Family Owned & Operated
Paul Lamb
759-6081 • 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates • 24 hour Emergency Service

es
A
nt

2BR, stove and refrigerator, w/d hookup, central h/a
$475/mo, 12 month lease,
1 month deposit 4 miles N
No pets 753-2259 or
527-8174
3BR 2 bath 753-4444

• Imprinted
'Colored
'Traditional

• Driveways
'Pool Decks
• Sidewalks
• Patios

'Stained

Beauty That Lasts, A Price You Con Afford

CREATIVE CONCRETE
Nick Craig
Ownsr

Murray,

KY

767-0728

Fres
Estimates

Many Wien and Colors Avallablel

3BR, 2 bath 9 miles on
121 north $500/mo plus
deposit 489-2296
3BR house for rent, carport, appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
4BR, gas heat, 521 S 4th
$250imo Lease & deposit
required 759-4696
NICE 2br, central air, stove,
refrigerator, w/d Lease no
animals storage shed,
near college $500 deposit
$500/mo 753 7920

450
Farms For Sale
75 ACRE Farm. 25 in tim
ber. 435-4485.
IN TENNESSEE
MLSO*27370, 11 acres, tobacco ground w/tobacco
barn Has working greenhouse, 3br, 2 bath, central
h/a, beautiful landscape
Marty. Moody Realty Co
1-800-642-5093

June Special!tax

let
21
re
10

Need Furniture? Bedding?

it

For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins will pay all sales
through the month of June.

I.

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Deliver • 753-4566

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796

100°. FINANCING available to qualified buyer. 3br,
new carpel, great for first
time home buyer. Call Edwina, Grey's Properties.
759-2001 or 767-9435
MLS*3500304

2 NEW 3br brick Both with
all appliances & double
13X24 STORAGE building garage One includes hot
with 10X10 overhead door tub & large attic Both loLocated at 5 Points More cated on Metcalf Ln. in
info. Rogers Enterprises, North Villa Subdivision
437-4783 or 753-8237
753-5140

15FT Phantom tri-hull,
65hp Mercury, $1,150
Also 24ft Voyager pontoon
boat, 60hp
Evinrude,
$950 Call after 4pm, 4365494

1984 FORD van, 6cyl, a/c,
a/t, p/s, c/c $1,200
436-2700

1992 STRATOS Fish-N Ski
17-9 length, 150
Johnson motor, 2 live
wells, 2 depth finders. 2
new batteries. Garage
kept. Excellent condition.
$9.400. 436-2834.

.
1oe's Painting Service
Residential - Commercial
Painting of All Types
Pressure Washing • Sand Blasting
All Work Guaranteed

Free Estimates

901-247-5244

'One Call MORRIS
orryi
Does
Replacement
It All'
ROME IMPROVEMENT

Licensed 8 Insured
Free Estimates

Phone:

(502) 437-4545

Driveways • Parking Lots • Subdivisions

K.T. Paving
3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036

23FT Chris Craft with
cuddy and rear wing.
753-4509

36FT documented Gibson
houseboat with newly re1988 FORD box van, die- built 440 Chrysler & newly
sel engine. 12ft box, aic, remodeled $14,500 obo.
new paint. Good condition. 753-9823
60HP Evinrude motor,
753-2486.
1986 FORD Bronco XLT, easy load trailer, Alumna
p/w, WI, alarm, a'c, very Craft boat. All fire damgood condition $4,500. aged. Make offer. 5022BR, garage, vinyl siding. 753-6709.
436-2106 leave message
triple deep lot. $29,900
530
1991 F-150 Ext cab, 6cyl,
Firm. 435-4602, 753-8767
Services Offered
5sp, good gas mileage.
489-2989_
470
3-D DOZING
1993 GMC Sierra p/u, exMotorcycles
tended cab, loaded, excel- Backhoe, septic, & gravel
lent condition, red/ white, hauling_ Driveways, found1996 HONDA 300 EX
ations. 502-437-4969.
$9,500.
474-8786.
$3,000 obo. 753-8181
767-9026 after 430pm.
1994 CHEVY Silverado Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
4X4, swb, 72,XXX miles. stump removal, tree sprayGreat condition. Need to ing, leaf raking, hedge trimDUNE buggy, tube type
ming, landscaping, mulch
sell. Call 753-5774 after
VW engine, needs work.
hauling & mulch spreading,
6pm
437-4545_
gutter cleaning Licensed &
insured, Full line of equiprnent, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray
mg serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492 8737

435-4558 for app.
GATESBOROUGH COLONIAL

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds tree
work 436-2867

Now is a Great Time to Build
II you are looking for quality ‘ve want to by your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake
homes, large or small.

Bruce Green

w/FP, living room,formal dining room,front &
rear staircase, eat-in kitchen w/break fast bar,
appliances, interior & ext. French doors, hardwood floors, 2 car garage w/workshop &

finished loft, attic storage, large yard, brick
, patio, privacy fence, quiet dead end street, new
siding & roof'96.,City or county schools. Great
buy at $219,000.
Call 753-8276, 753-0998 for appt.

2204 Quail Creek Dr.

ghalding

APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436 5848
A.B.C. WHOLESALE
METAL ROOFING
SUPPLIES.
STOCKWELL
METAL
ROOFING. Now stocking
all your favorites Come
see our warehouse at 5
points or call at 7534585.

fors, Inc

'
IL On'WC

(5021 75_3-8343

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
,,
k
L
S\
\
..
\

409 SUNBURY

MU7R3A
5R 5Y
94(00•Nnd Bu,ny Rread

a 11\
il.maame_l____
11111-

Smotherman s
4
4 Excavating ww'lL
Bulldozer & Backhoe Work
Good Top Soil, Sand & Gravel
Septic Systems - Free Estimates
Tony Patrick
759-2251
(cell) 559-6561

Charles Smothermon
436-5828

Shop Phone e 436-5869

mb Brothers

Tree Service

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753 2455

Kenney Travis, Owner
Phone (502) 759-1039
Cellular 559-8434

Bill Travis
Phone (502) 474-2779

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidew
alks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214

APPLIANCE REISAIR
PROFESSIONAL D EPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

Beautifully decorated, 4,350 sq. ft. spacious, 5
BR,31/2 baths, study w/custom cherry cabinets,
large closets, play/tv room, 16x33 family room

(502) 759-4599

Septic System
Installation
Custom Backhoe
Work

best or offer. Must sale.
Call 759-2083.

6500 Sq. Ft. 2 yr. old home on 10± acres. 4
B.R.,4 full & 2 half baths, L.R., D.R., study,
family, kitchen, breakfast area. Upstairs den,
3 car garage. Large spacious rooms. Hardwood floors downstairs.

Wrd°141

Painting - Siding Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Structural Repair

1995 SUNCRUISER pontoon, teal & salmon color,
bimini top, 115hp Evinrude.
Apprx 30hrs, like new.
435-4602 or 559-8510.

1989 DODGE Caravan LE,
109xxx miles, $3800
FOR Sale By Owner! 3br. 753-5703
1994 LOWE 22ft deck
2 bath ranch style home. 1991 CHEVY van, 6cyl, boat w/trailer, 120hp JohnApprox. 1800 sq ft. 2 car 67xxx miles, very sharp. son motor, depth finder,
attached garage. Located $7,000. 474-0116.
anchor, cover, radio &
in good neighborhood.
1994 PLYMOUTH Voyag- tape player, cooler. Like
492-8676 days, 753-6984
very
low
hrs.
er, 1 owner, like new, new,
nights.
32,XXX miles. 753-5233. $12,500. Ph. 435-4525.
MUST sell immaculate 1 after 6pm.
1996 VIP Vision, 171/2ft,
owner home perfect for
500
excellent condition. 437
first time home owner or
4545.
Used Trucks
older couple. 3BR, 1 bath,
26FT pontoon boat, all alucarport, low utilities, 12yrs
1979 LANDCRUISER FJ- minum, no wood to reold. Broad St, 753-7455
40 soft top, wench, brush place. Heavey duty foam
days, after 6:30 753-1623
guard. Good condition. filled tubes. Asking only
ask for Pam
$6,500. 492-8774.
$3995. Don't buy a boat
RELOCATING
1981 CHEVY Luv pickup, until you've seen this. Call
MLS#27196. Owner anx- good work truck, $500 or 759-1894 leave message.
ious to sell home in the
country$BR, 2 bath brick,
1825sq ft in TN. Be in
Murray or Paris in 25 minutes
but live in the country,
S69,900. Marty, Moody
Realty Co.
1-800-642-5093_

es Offered

1990 MODEL Chaparral
2350 SX Cuddy, 454 engine. Excellent condition.
753-2219, leave message.

1993 SEA-Doo wave runner GTX, 3 seater, $3,250
753-4445

1982 CHEVROLET con
version van, new tires
new paint, front & rear a/c
good condition. 753-2486.

530
Offered

Boats & Motors

YAMS

360
Storage Rentals

0-

620

1992 650 YAMAHA jet ski.
$1,950 obo. 753-9826.

LOTS near Irvin Cobb Re
sort for sale 436-5811
100X175 WOODED lot for
sale in subdivision with
many prestigeous homes
All city utilities Priced at
$18,500 Call 753-3903 for
further information

1988 35FT Venture camper park model, 10X28
screened room Located at
Lakeview
RV
Resort
$15000 436-2371

1993 MAZDA Miata convertible, red, 5sp, 1 owner,
adult
driven,
73,XXX
miles. $9,300 obo.
759-4480.
1997 FORD Taurus GL,
full power, V6, 4.0 engine.
$11,250. 753-4801

We CIO any & all types of roofing.

EIM=.11.

1987 JAYCO Designe
Series 35ft, 5th wheel excellent condition, located
at KY Lake in Missing Hills
Resort in New Concord
Includes decking, wooden
storage shed & paid lease
Price $16,000 Phone collect (941)923-3525

9

23, 1998
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Motorcycles

Forint,

TUESDAY, JUNE

50.2-430-5744
1-800-548-5216.7
LICENSED & INSLIED
I.

F',. Etstemeese
21 Hr Service
eelie Trieseuei
Tree Sprees"(
Tree .1 Strew
R ~eel

Tree Trtmemeir
Clegouip 'ewe
Fban Lute of
Epeepeeeter
(hathit Srm,

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
_/Z:
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
..4
- 1
1‘11.111r
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1.800-874-0256

Maylleld
Kentudty

•

10
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

A REMODEUNG
PROJECT represents a
consiclerable hnanciai investment Let the vantage
of a quarter century s
expenence
help
RE-NU-IT!!! Consultation
CAD, free estimates
474-8451.
BACKHOE SERVICE
Small Jobs driveways, box
blade rottertlfing snow re
moval 753 0834 or
759-9835
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways hauling found
ations. etc 436 2113
BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting
Insulated concrete forms
kR32) StyroCrete builders
or
502 4 36 20 0 7
502-436-5264
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753 1134
492-8584
BUSHHOGGING
Gardens and lawns rotoolled Tractor with 5ft rotooller Also, haul gravel for
driveways and spread Jonesy 437-4030
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions garages decks
remodeling vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592
CONCRETE FINISHING
Sidewalks, driveways, pa •
tios. Free estimates
435-4619
CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal Free Estimates Satisfied References Call
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
CERTAINTEED vinyl replacement widows, vinyl
siding & trim. Professional
work at reasonable rates.
Call days 559-8105.

CUSTOM BUILT
Wooden decks fencing
pole barns sheds car
ports Also repair & rebuild
Excellent workmanship Al
fordable rates 753 7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems 354 8161 after 4pni,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser
vK;es 'Cleaning vinyl sid
log homes mobile homes
boats, brick driveways
parking lots all exterior
cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders
Insured Completely Mo
bile Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 502 853 1108
ELECTRICIAN
R&R ELECTRIC
New construction, rewiring.
mobile home hookups,
electrical maintenance and
repair Call anytime Murray, 762-0001, cella
519-1592
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, wood & vinyl at
reasonable prices
759-1519
GARDEN Oiling. bushhogging. small lobs, driveways
graded with box blade Gerald Carroll 492-6159
GUTTERS. Quality seamless aluminum gutters. Variety of colors. Free estimates. Licensed. Also providing gutter maintenance
& supplies. Vinyl shutters
in a variety of colors. Call
West KY Seamless Gutters for all your gutter
needs. 753-0278.
HARDWOOD FLOOR
Installation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & InLuke Lamb
sured
502-436-5950
LAWN mowing. Reasonable & satisfactory
759-4659
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Let us clean your CarpetsUpholstery. Pet odor removal. Commercial or
Residential. Serving Murray for 26 years. Free estimates 753-5827 Visa/MC.

Freedom Fest
to pay tribute
to Civil War

MITCHELL Bros Pawing
Oldest paving company in
Calloway Co For estimate
call 753-1537, 492 6141
MOODY'S
Mower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753 5668
MULCH delivered Murray
436 5560
PAINTING
Black s Decorating Center
of Murray KY. Inc Res,
dental Commercial Free
Estimates Fully insured
Call (502)753-0839 between 7 00 a m and 5 00
p m Call(502)759 8609 af
ter 5 00 p m
PAINTING interior exterior Free estimates
437-3879
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

Dr. Thomas J. Timmons, chair of the department of biological sciences at
Murray State University, presents Angela Marie Elkins of Murray the
Outstanding Second Year Biology Major Award at the university's annual
Honors Day program. She is the daughter of Rita Elkins and the late Randy
Elkins. A sophomore, Elkins Is majoring In wildlife biology.

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters vanety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

was enacted using Civil War attire
will be shown. "Freedom is not
Free" will include an exhibit of
pictures from the Civil Was highlighting the various battlefields and
other depictions of the war.
The event also promises photos
of some local Civil War heroes
which will be displayed to honor the
memories of those men who were
once a part of our community.
"Freedom is not Free" will close
with Civil War period music.
"The event will go on as long as
people would like to go on singing,"
Reed said.

Shirley named new
president of chapter

TUCKER'S
Lawn Care Service
Mowing, trimming, grass
catching & general lawn
care 502-759-9609, leave
message.
WILL RUN ERRANDS
Grocery shopping? Pick
up dry cleaning? Pay bills?
Give me a call! 753-2734.
WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592
WOOD VCR
Repairing VCR's, Microwaves Free estimates Authorized dealer for 18-inch
Digital Satellite & Dish Network COMPLETE SYSTEM $89 Mon-Fri, 1-530.
753-0530

Freedom Fest will pay tribute
June 29 to past heroes of the Civil
War. Sponsored by and held at the
Calloway County Public Library,
this event will begin at noon in the
meeting room.
"We expect, because of current
interest in Civil War, a great turnout," stated Gerry Reed, representative for the "Freedom is not Free"
event.
Reed stated that in reading a past
article in The Murray Ledger &
Times, she was inspired to contact
Jim Garrison, a highlight of this
event. Garrison will read from his
"Pvt.. Tipton Bradford Garrison of
the 41st Mississippi Infantry Regiment CSA" shedding light on events
of the day and the emotions that
accompanied his grandfather's experiences.
A presentation will also be given
by "Mary Todd Lincoln" and a
videotape of a 1997 wedding that

Dr. Bill Price, interim dean of the College of Education at Murray State
University, presents Dana Hohman of Murray the Outstanding New
Professional Award at the university's annual Honors Day program. She is
the daughter of Gary and Pauletta Hohman. Hohman received a master's
degree In May 1998 in communication disorders.

Thomas E. Shirley, CPA was
installed as president of the West
Kentucky Chapter of the Kentucky
Society of Certified Public Accountants recently.
Shirley, who will assume his
duties as president and director of
the 225-member chapter July 1,
practices public accounting in his
own firm in Benton.
The West Kentucky Chapter includes the counties of McCracken,
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton,
Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Livingston, Crittenden, Lyon, Trigg,

Caldwell, Christian and Todd.
Other officers include C. Tommy
Stambaugh, CPA, Murray State
University, College of Business,
Murray, president-elect; and Kerry
T. Fort, CPA, York Neel & Co.,
LLP, Hopkinsville, treasurer, and
Edward L. Parker, CPA, Hudson's
Agricultural Equipment, Murray,
secretary.
The Kentucky Society of CPAs,
with over 4,500 members, is the
statewide professional organization
of CPAs.

HOROSCOPES

550
Utility
Trailers

Someone shows that he cares. Be
careful about getting involved in
1996 AVENGER
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, something mysterious. The more
16FT ENCLOSED
information you have up front, the
June
24, 1998:
CRAWFORDS LAWN
CARGO TRAILER Dual
You have more to offer than you better the results. Step back before
axle, electric brakes, douSERVICE &
know.
Build your self-image, and getting involved with a new person.
ble doors on back, single
WATER GARDEN
MIKE SMALL CON- door on side, roof air vent,
feel good about your strengths and Tonight: The world is your oyster.
INSTALLATION
STRUCTION
stone
Free
estiguard
on
front,
white,
talents. You're unusually creative, LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Mowing, fertilizing, bed
mates Remodeling, fenc- excellent cond, $3000 firm
dynamic and attractive; don't settle *** Take a deep breath, and think
mulching. lawn clean-up.
ing decking, roofing & elec- Call 474-8704 leave
for
anything less than what you want. through a decision. The key for you
Free estimates. 753-1934.
trical 489-2832
message
You can easily be hurt, as you are is to respond, not react. Gather inespecially tender. Be careful also of formation for the moment.You know
a tendency to see things only from what you want; find the best way to
your point of view. Work on being get it. A friend cares and does everymore objective. Ask questions, and thing in his power to further your
learn to understand someone's per- interests. Tonight:Time to yourself.
sonality. If you are single, check out VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
your new sweetie carefully. Make ***** Aim for what you want. A
Great Price!
Great Selection!
Great Tires!
sure he is emotionally available. If boss is only too happy to help you.
Open
FREE
COMPUTER
*
BALANCING
*
attached,
take a risk, and express Allow someone to open doors for you,
Mon -Fn 7-5.
your vulnerabilities. GEMINI is if you can't. Make time for friends.
90 Days Same As Cash
Network and be more open. What
(With approved croft)
sweet on you.
comes up is an excellent. opportuDr. Judy Brookhiser, chair of the department of health, physical education
The Stars Show the Kind of Day nity. Let others play a stronger role
and recreation at Murray State University, presents Amelia Davis (right)
TIRES
of You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; in your life. Tonight: Midweek break.
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray •753-1111
Murray the Outstanding Exercise Science Major Award at the university's
Owner: Giamatti Boyd
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
annual Honors Day program. She Is the daughter of Cadella Davis and James
**** You are in the limelight.
D. Davis. A May 1998 magna cum iaude graduate, Davis majored In
Others see what is happening with a
exercise ARIES(March 21-April 19)
science and minored In biology.
**** Listen to what others say. totally different perspective. Caring
Their feelings come through their intensifies,if you are open.Someone
tone of voice more than their words. is different from anyone else you
Learn to read between the lines. have known.Schedule a special getTAM'S NOTIONS
Tame excessive assertiveness, and together. Responsibilities call. ToRIMIER TNAN TNE SWORN
let others see the caring individual night: The limelight.
who lies within. Popularity grows. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
AMERICAN
***** Make calls, reach out for
Tonight:
Invite others over.
CANCER
For more information call
others and take a leap of faith. CarTAURUS(April 20-May 20) 1 SOCIETY
toll-free 1-800-ACS-2345
***** Communications increase. ing abounds,if you are open to sharGive a relative or close friend a ing. Someone expresses his vulnerpresent, even if it isn't his birthday. ability. Financial gain becomes a
You will enjoy giving, as much as he reality. Check out that investment;
This newly built four bedroom, 2V2 bath home with study and sunroom
will adore being on the receiving it might be as good as it looks. Tofor your living enjoyment. House also features 8 ft. ceilings downstairs,
end. Provide tangible proof of your night: Entertain your mind.
two story atrium, large deck, professionally landscaped yard and much
words. Tonight: Favorite pastime. SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Others smile upon you.
more. Listed now at $169,500.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
WOODWORKING
**** Don't let insecurity eat away Popularity makes you nearly invinat you. You want to get a new item or cible. Ask for what you want. Stay
•Kitchen Cabinets
'Office Furniture &
a
new hairdo. A physical change focused yet responsive. An associate
711 Main
753-1222
& Vanities
Entertainment Centers
reflects the new you, and others get has something he wants to share
*Solid Surface Countertops
the message visually as well. Why with you. Be open to a money partnot? Be more upbeat about a finan- nership; let discussions begin. Tocial offer. A lot could happen here. night: Don't be alone!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Tonight: Indulge a little.
301 Andrus Drive (across from H.T. Marketing) • Murray
***** Let partners take action,
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
L
***** You are personality-plus. and see what comes up. You don't
always have to be active to be in the
power position. Try being passive;
let others share their thoughts. A
10 WEEK AMATEUR CONTEST
lunch meeting could develop into
more. Think before mixing pleasure
$300 In Cash Prizes & $1,000 In Grand Prizes
and business. Tonight: Among the
Wednesday Nights 10 p.m.
crowds.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
lir*** Though you have the best
intentions, a loved one or new flirtaSalon & Spa
tion becomes a major distraction.
tit 12 a.m.
You enter a new phase of caring. Let
7,000 sq. ft.more creativity and excitement into
40 ft. Stageyour life. Remember work! Tonight:
$10,0313 - $110/mo
to
Run an errand on the way home.
20 Entertainers
(Feb. 19-March 20)
PISCES
$50,000 - $550/mo
Full Bar Set-Ups
***** A family member does all
World Class
he can to help you realize what you
NO EQUITY REQUIRED
want. Allow more creativity and joy
Sound and Light
Homeowners Only
in your life. Exchanging ideas proves
System
dynamic. If you don't have one yet,
Be Pampered By The Best
consider a home office. Your home
life is rewarding and gets you cen\ I IU'\\111)1.
physical.
tered.
759-9555
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!

Cooper WAREHOUSE TIRE
DESIGNER HOME ON TREE-SHADED LOT

Volunteer!

eceatiot
CABINETS

KOPPERUD REALTY

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916.
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BILLS?
CONSOLIDATE

(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

• Food • POOI
• Darts
21 and up
V

1-800-819-7010
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BORN TODAY
Musician Mick Fleetwood (1942),
actress Michele Lee (1942), actor
Peter Weller (1947)
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT. My wife was
taken to the hospital because she felt
she couldn't get enough air into her
lungs This caused her to breathe
rapidly Soon thereafter, she became
all tingly and numb.
After testing her heart and lungs.
the ER physician told her to breathe
into a paper bag. What on earth is this
all about?
DEAR READER- From your brief
description, I conclude that your wife
suffered from "hyperventilation syndrome " For some reason Iperhaps
stress or anxiety). she began to overbreathe. As she expelled more and
more carbon dioxide, the normal acidity of her body fluids fell: Her system
became too alkaline. This, in turn,
resulted in the strange feelings of tingling and numbness. Lightheadedness
is also a common sensation
The treatment for hyperventilation
syndrome is easy and cheap. By
breathing into a paper bag, the
patient recycles carbon dioxide and
maintains a normal body acidity.
This syndrome is not harmful, but it
can be frightening. If your wife experiences another episode. she should be
able to overcome the attack by using a
paper tiag for a few minutes. This is.
believe it or not, standard medical
therapy for this condition. And it
works.
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 suffer from a
terrible bladder condition called
"interstitial cystitis." Nothing my doctors have done relieves my pain. Is
there any help for me?

DEAR ABBY

DEAR READER ltaci-slitiai
DEAR ABBY: I would be gratetis is a chronic, painful, debilitating
ful for the rest of my life if you
inflammation of the bladder wall,
would please print this. It could
leading to extreme discomfort,
save lives.
urgency and frequency The cause is
Many people are not aware that
unknown.
there are now seat belts for dogs.
To a degree, the diagnosis is one of
They cost between $10 and $20, and
cancer,,, keep dogs from jumping out of
infection,
exclusion,
endometriosis and a variety of other
windows or crashing through
conditions must first be ruled out by
windshields in accidents.
appropriate testing. IC is associated
As an additional benefit, the
with multiple, punctate hemorrhages
animals are forced to sit and cannot
of the bladder lining, which are easily jump all over the car, which is a
seen during cystoscopy.
distraction for the driver.
I bought my dog, Puppet, a seat
Until recently. therapy for IC was
belt at the local pet store. Every
often ineffective. Now, however, a new
time I see a dog on a driver's lap in
drug has been released. Called
Elmiron, the pill must be taken every front of the steering wheel, I have
day for several months. Ask your doc- the urge to make the driver stop so
that I can show him or her Puppet's
tor about this breakthrough.
seat belt.
To give you related information on
ELISABETH SAENZ,
your condition, I am sending you a
GARLAND,TEXAS
copy of my Health Report "Bladder
and Urinary Tract Infections." Other
DEAR ELISABETH: I didn't
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed, know that seat belts for dogs
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017. existed, but they certainly make
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY sense. By the way, yours was
not the only letter from a
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
concerned
animal lover that
ASSN.
i998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE
arrived today in my mail.
Read on:

PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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and her fiance announced their
wedding date, we had to call and

tell them I was pregnant and due
right around the date of their wedding. My husband might have been
able to attend the wedding if the
baby was born by then, but that
was all we could promise Instead of
being hurt, they congratulated us
and postponed their wedding for
two months.
At the wedding, when I thanked
my new brother-in-law for rearranging their plans for us, he
touched our new baby's head and
said, "You were worth it." One reason I like reading your column
is that it reaffirms what wonderful
families I was born and married
into.
SUZANNA BORTZ,
LAGUNA NIGUEL,CALIF
DEAR SUZANNA: "Hurt
Bride" would be wise to note
your families' priorities.

DEAR ABBY: Please print this
warning to your bird-loving readers.
It is unsafe to put red dye into the
sugar water for hummingbird feeders. The dye causes tumors to develop on the birds' tongues, which prevents them from feeding, and they
die.
Please, Abby, help defenseless
hummingbirds. They don't need red
dye to find the food.
ARIZONA APRIL
DEAR ARIZONA APRIL:
According to the National
Audubon Society in New York
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, "There is no evidence
that adding red (or other) food
coloring to sugar water will
harm birds." A more practical
idea is to put your feeder near
red flowers or buy a red humNorth dealer.
mingbird feeder.
Bird lovers should be aware Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
that sugar water ferments when
+ 854
left in the hot sun, turning the
It A 1072
nectar deadly. Do not put out a
feeder unless you are wining to
• 10 3
clean it once or twice a week.
4A K J 5

Ten years ago
Pictured are workers from the
Calloway County Road Department replacing a drainage pipe
under Locust Grove Road at
Highway 121 South in a photograph by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Mrs. Ruby Youngblood was
honored on her 70th birthday
with a surprise party at the home
of Graves and Janet Ferguson,
New Concord.
Births reported include a girl to
Linda and Doug Paschall, June
17; a girl to Dana and Charles
Bazzell, June 18; a boy to
Tammy and Donald Malray and a
girl to Donna and Timothy Hastings, June 19.
Twenty years ago
An on-site survey of MurrayCalloway County Hospital by
field representatives of the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals closed here on June 22.
H. Ed Chrisman of Murray has
been elected president of the Four
Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts
of America.
Thomas Lee Green M.D. will
now hew associated with Conrad
H. Jones M.D., PSC and Gene
Cook M.D., PSC in the practice
of obstetrics and gynecology at
Murray Woman's Clinic.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tanny Barnes, May
22.
Mr. and Mrs. D.Y. Dunn were
married 60 years June 22.
Thirty years ago
Ellen Watson, Jayne Scott,
Judy Kelso, and Debbie Rogers

were Calloway 4-H members
named to participate in the Area
Style Show at the Student Union
Building, Murray State University, June 25.
Navy Petty Officer Third Class
Dwayne F. Bucy is now stationed
at Cecil Field, Jacksonville, Fla.
Births reported include a girl to
the Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd Cornell,
June 15, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Michael McGuire, June 16.
Forty years ago
L.D. Miller, W.G. Nash, Buford Hurt, and D.L. Divelbiss
were appointed to the Murray
Municipal Housing Authority by
the Murray City Council.

Jerry Shroat, senior at Murray
Training School, was elected as
national vice president of the
Southern Region of Future Business Leaders of America at its
annual meeting June 15-17 at St.
Louis, Mo.
New officers of the Penny
Homemakers Club are Mrs. Ernest Madrey, Mrs. Jack Norsworthy, and Mrs. Richard Armstrong.
Fifty years ago
Carmon Graham has resigned
as administrator of the Murray
Hospital, according to H.J. Fenton, president of Murray Hospital
Association. Graham said he will
return to the teaching profession.
Preparations are being made to
set up a year-round training program at the Murray Fire Department, according to Murray Fire
Chief William 0. Spencer.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Tidwell, June
13.
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY I felt sad for "Hurt
Bride," who couldn't accept her
pregnant sister-in-law as a bridesmaid. She is forgetting that there is
cause for much celebration in her
family - a wedding and a new baby.
A week after my husband's sister

DR. GOTT

BLONDIE
`ttOPUR SOCCER
MOMS' LUNCHEON
SEEMS TO
•

E3E GONG

WE JUST GOT
STAR1
GIVE IT
TIME

I

DON'T

LADERsTANo

YOU
WILL

3

WELL.

YOUR L.ITTLE KENNY

C4-4 YEAH

WELL
C.OULCN'T &ARO A NET
N AN ARMORED GAR! LET ME
TELL ',IOU
5CMETHING,
SWEETHEART.
2
EE?

/itS
-

-4 4)

111

e.cit
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CATHY
WHAT
WAS YOUR

LAST RELATIONSHIP

LIKE,
CATI•14

OH,THAT
WAS KENN"( I.
...WELL, NO.

ACTUALLY,
KENN4

NATHAN!...NO. NATHAN
DOESN'T REALLY COUNT._
...ALEX ..1400, RCN hARD
TO EXPLAIN lliAT ONE....

AND IRVING' WAS...WELC 1
NOW IT SOUNDS LIKE I
WENT OUT ALL THE TIME,
WHICH I DIDN'T ..,I COULD

HAVE, OF COURSE, BUT I

COESN'T COUNT
AS A RELA TIONSHIP.

TO DO DURINC7 fA4
NEXT ZOO DATELESS SATURDAY
FIGuRE OUT

A 8EITER DESCRIPTION
(AY PAST.

JUST NEVER REALLY...TM

SELECTIVE, rtiArs
HIGHLY SELECTIVE!!

EAST
4 J 96
V5
•8 7 6 2
41i Q10984
SOUTH
*A Q
•K Q J 9 8 3
•A J 4
+62
The bidding:
North East
South West
1
Pass
2?
Pass
3•
Pass
4 NT
Pass

5•
Pass
5 NT
Pass
6•
Pass
6•
Opening lead — king of diamonds.

Occasionally, a player has a
chance to win by deception what
might be lost by straightforward
play. Today's deal provides an interesting example, both from the
offensive and defensive point of
view.
South won West's king of diamonds with the ace and saw he
could make his slam if either the
spade or club finesse succeeded.
Since both finesses had an equal
chance of winning, he decided to
forgo the club finesse because the

queen might fall on the first, second or third round of the suit.
So,after drawing two rounds of
trumps,he cashed the A-K ofclubs
and ruffed a club. When the queen
did not drop, the slam appeared to
depend on the location ofthe spade
king.
However,declarer was still not
inclined to pin all his hopes on
East's holding the king of spades.
He therefore led a trump to dummy,
ruffed the jack of clubs and then
led the JACK of diamonds, giving
all the appearance of a man who
now had no more diamonds.
West won with the queen and
found it hard to believe that South
would waste the jack of diamonds
if he had a low diamond left to lead
towards dummy's ten. So, to avoid
presenting declarer with a ruffand
discard, he shifted to a low spade,
and thus handed South the slam.
While we have nothing but admiration for South's clever ploy,
West should nevertheless have
found the winning counter. At the
point where West won the diamond,declarer had shown up with
precisely six hearts,two diamonds
and two clubs.
If South actually started with
only a doubleton diamond, he had
to have three spades. So even if a
diamond return gave declarer a
ruffand discard,it would still leave
him with a spade loser, assuring
that the slam would go down one.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 "— Passos"
4 Unrestrained
indulgence
9 A Palmer
12 "Arabian
Nights" bird
13 Relish
14 —pocket
(condition of
atmosphere)
15 Gushed
17 Game for
Venus
Williams
19 Dressed to
the —
21 The gods
22 Sheltered
from the
wind
24 Roman 12
26 Burden
29 Actress
Spacek
31 Egg drink
33 Before
(poetic)
34 "Hud" star
(Inds.)
35 Mr Conway
37 Negative
word
39 Norton ID

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
6c00THING WE 1343.cOGHT
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,--.-1ce-S

So,tAJE'RE GOING-To clue.
,THE_N
GrAmp\M
FOff TriE ALL-NIGHTER, AN'
O'GRNNS ARE MON& A
PANCAKE BREAKFAST

GARFIELD

40 Wedding
words
42 Ms. Zadora
44 LePew
namesakes
46 TV
Superman
48 Male child
50 Roofing slate
51 Parcel of
land
53 Praises
55 Olivier's
-Wuthering
Heights"
co-star
58 "--Infermo"
61 Ending with
law
62 Stopped
64 — — roll
65 French
article
66 Holey
cheese
67 Not pos

DOWN
1 Hosp staff
2 "Alley —'
3 Behind the
— (in secret)
4 "— there
done that"

Answer to Previous Puzzle

5 — finger
(forefinger)
6 Neighbor of
NY
7 Obtained
8 Watched
closely
9 A Turner
10 Roman three
11 "— Miniver"
16 Oscar winner
for "Hannah

I'LL EAT LOUDER.
4

(1942),
I), actor
6.23

...42vec e

Local Delivery
RATES
$18.00
3 mo.
$36.00
6 mo.
$72.00
1 yr.

6-23 C 1998 United Feature Syndicate

PEANUTS

SCARE AWAY A BUR6LAR
IF YOU'RE EATING?

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 23, the
174th day of 1998. There are 191
days left in the year.
On June 23, 1938, the Civil
Aeronautics Authority was
established.
On this date:
In 1836, Congress approved
the Deposit Act, which contained
a provision for turning over surplus federal revenue to the states.
In 1868, Christopher Latham
Sholes received a patent for .an
invention he called a "TypeWriter."
In 1969, Warren E. Burger was
sworn in as chief U.S. justice by
the man he was succeeding, Earl
Warren.
Ten years ago: Pope John Paul
II began his second papal visit to
Austria, where he met with President Kurt Waldheim, despite controversy over Waldheim's alleged
involvement in Nazi war crimes.
Five years ago: In a case that
drew widespread attention,
Lorena Bobbitt of Prince William
County, Va., sexually mutilated
her husband, John, after he allegedly raped her. (John Bobbitt
was later acquitted of marital
sexual assault; Lorena Bobbitt
was later acquitted of malicious
wounding by reason of insanity.)
One year ago: Civil rights activist Betty Shabazz, the widow
of Malcolm X, died in New York
of burns suffered in a fire set by
her 12-year-old grandson; she
was 61. (Malcolm Shabazz was
sentenced to 18 months at a Massachusetts facility specializing in
young arsonists.)
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Nugent agrees to prostitution charges
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
59-year-old grandmother pleaded
guilty to promoting prostitution,
part of a lurid chapter of local
history that included the unsuccessful prosecution of a former
Paducah fire marshal on sex
charges.
Mary Elizabeth Nugent will
find out in August whether she
must serve any of the three-year
term she accepted as part of a
plea bargain Monday.
Nugent's lawyer, Mark Pierce,
said he does not think his client
should serve any time in prison,
even though it is her second felony conviction for promoting
prostitution. The other case was
more than a decade ago.
Commonwealth's Attorney

Tim Kaltenbach said Monday that
his office does not take positions
on probation for defendants, although he recommended three
years in prison. McCracken Circuit Judge Jeff Hines will decide
Aug. 7.
For more than 20 years, Nugent operated a brothel that
largely avoided the scrutiny of
local law enforcement until a
year ago. She was arrested June
27, 1997, after a regional drug
and vice unit raided the house.
Nugent became a key figure in
the federal government's unsuccessful prosecution of former Paducah Fire Marshal Dick McNeil
for allegedly extorting free sex
from Nugent's workers in exchange for overlooking violations. Juries twice deadlocked on

whether to convict McNeil, and
federal prosecutors said they will
not retry him.
Testimony in both trials indicated that city officials had
known about but failed to act on
allegations that Nugent ran a
brothel and that McNeil frequented it. The business operated
openly and flourished for years,
according to testimony.
City officials acknowledged after Nugent's arrest last year that
she had put a fence around and
used a city-owned lot next to her
business for client and employee
parking. She gave clients business cards bearing Bible verses.
Nugent's attorney said her
downfall occurred after she complained in 1996 to Mayor Albert

Airport noise draws complaints

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Neighbors living near Louisville
International Airport are complaining about increased noise
from a new runway. Some wonder if a noise-reduction plan
adopted in 1993 is being
followed.
There's also fear the problem
will worsen when United Parcel
Service expands its operation
during the next three years.
An analysis by The CourierJournal of Louisville of 5,822
flights over two weeks in April
showed that planes flew over
neighborhoods north of the airport nearly twice as often at night
as they are supposed to under the
noise-reduction plan. The runway
opened in December.
Doug Stern, spokesman for the
airport expansion project, said the
newspaper's analysis "is not a
statistically valid sample."
When asked how the airport
determines whether the noisereduction plan is being followed,
he said it relies on airport firefighters who count how many
airplanes are landing on which
runways during the night.
Unlike many other airports, the
Louisville airport uses none of

the three standard methods tor
evaluating noise: radar tracking
systems, sound monitors and
complaint logs.
"It's crucial to know if what
they have in place now is working," said John Sistarenik, treasurer of the Airport Neighbors'
Alliance and past president of the
Old Louisville neighborhood
council. "Monitoring is the only
way to know if they're reaching
their stated goals."
Stern said the airport hasn't installed a monitoring system because officials have known since
the noise plan was written that
the runway configurations would
change.
A monitoring system could be
included when the noise plan is
updated, starting in fall, he said.
"That's something to consider."
On a busy night, more than 30
flights an hour may arrive between midnight and dawn. The
plan recommends that certain
flight patterns be used to minimize disturbance to the airport's
neighbors.
According to the plan, the
weather should allow night
flights — those from 10 p.m. to 7
a.m. — to arrive from the south
and depart to the south about 80

percent ol the time, flying over
neighborhoods that arc sparsely
populated and scheduled for
relocation.
The newspaper's analysis
found that 1,409 of 2,329 flights
— or just 60 percent — held to
the night pattern. That means
planes flew over neighborhoods
north of the airport nearly twice
as often as they were supposed to
during those two weeks.
For day flights, the airport's
plan simply says planes should
come in from the north and depart to the south. The CourierJournal's analysis showed that
planes followed the preferred day
flight pattern about 70 percent of
the time.
In response to The CourierJournal's study, Stern said that
weather dictates flight patterns —
whether tail winds exceed 7 knots
— and that the percentages are
meant to be calculated over 12
months.
He contended that the number
of airplanes flying over residential neighborhoods is being kept
to a minimum and that the airport
is meeting the 80 percent standard set in its noise-reduction
plan.

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916.

Jones that McNeil, a former
tions were false, and he was not
tify any clients, just prostitutes
McCracken County Fiscal Court charged with any wrongdoing.
who rotated to Nugent's brothel
commissioner as well as a former
Authorities appear to be wrapfrom other cities, according to
city fire marshal, had extorted
ping up the case without causing
testimony and court records.
free sexual favors for years.
embarrassing disclosures of the
Kaltenbach, the commonJones — a former federal pronames of alleged clients of Nuwealth's attorney, said he will
secutor — previously had served
gent's business.
confer with the FBI, Kentucky
as Nugent's private attorney.
State Police and Paducah police
"Mrs. Nugent has been very
He said he passed the informain deciding whether to further inprotective of her clients," said
tion on to police, who said they
vestigate possible links to organPierce, one of her lawyers. "Unopened an investigation that was
ized crime or other brothels.
slowed by a witness's refusal to
til it came time to start thinking
Nugent testified in McNeil's
cooperate.
about subpoenas, we never asked
trials that prostitutes would come
The case got moving after
for identities of people until we
to her brothel from other states
Hines, the judge who presided
had to. She did not want to emincluding Florida, Texas, Arkanover Nugent's prostitution case,
barrass a lot of her clients."
sas and Mississippi. The prostiraised questions about the status
Police said the numerous registutes would stay in Paducah abof a local police investigation of
ters, binders and files they seized
out two weeks and then move on
McNeil and whether it had been
during their search did not idento another brothel, she said.
shelved.
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olland Tire Co...;
Open Saturdays Until Noon 4...

Don't Wait!
Don't Delay!
Get the Cash
you need
TODAY!

SAVE
25%

No predetermined limit!
We will give you cash for your
personal check and hold until
next payday. Social Security
customers are welcome.

When You Bring
This Ad In

753-1020
Located in the Olympic Plaza
Discounts Apply To First Time New Customers Only

YOU CAN'T BUY THIS.

Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

9 Ways To Build SeIfiEsteem In
Your Child Through Martial Arts
Self esteem is the way we feel and think
about ourselves. Webster's dictionary defines it as
"a confidence and satisfaction in oneself.,
belief in oneself [and] self respect." Self-esteem
affects everything we do in our lives.
Healthy self esteem promotes a positive "Yes I Can"
attitude, as opposed to a defeatist attitude
of "No I Can't." Nowhere is this concept more
important than in the life of a young
child

Self Esteem Checklist

• Does your child have a sense of
security, coming from well defined and fairly enforced
limits, and a loving environment?
O Does your child have a sense of
being unique, talented, and of having potential in a
certain area?
O Does your child have a sense
of belonging (to the family, church, school, or group)?
0 Does your child have a sense
of focus and purpose?
O Does your child know the power of
responsibility, goal setting and achievement?
O Does your child respect others and
himself?
GI Does your child have the independen
ce and confidence necessary to make
achievements on his own?
a Does your child know that you are
there to support him when he needs you?
O Does your child know it's OK to fail,
as long as he knows he did his best?
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When you leave the hospital to go home, you feel better,
don't you?
Being at home gives you more choices. One of those choices
is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland because of nearly 15 years of
experience in home health equipment. There is no substitute
for professional experience,and Holland is accredited
by the
Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations.
No matter which hospital you use,or which doctor you
you still have a choice for home health equipment. Hollansee,
d is
one of your choices.
Your Number One Choice.

3EIE

Call Today!

753-6111

Holland Medical EquipmenvosesawnWaWallaalaWarnatlatteatar&
PADUCAH
1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502-442-6311
Toll Free: 1-800-223-4947

MURRAY
905 Arcadia Circle • Ky 42071
502-753-1465
Toll Free: 1-800-227-4125

1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray

;

Unleash Your Potential

Certified Blue Cross / Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

